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ALHUQUEKQUE,, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY EVENING, APKIL 7.

VOLUME 20

LOOK OUT FOR DR. DOWIE" IS
THE WARNING CRY IT ZION CITY

ELIJAH DOWIE
HAS REACHED

LAREDO, TEXAS

Zion Officials Charge Squan-deof Over Two and
Half Millions.

CLUB
A

SECRETARY

business meeting or the Woman's
club of Albuquerque was held last
evening In their- - club rooms in the
Commercial building and the election
of heads of the various departments
in the club took place, with the following result :
Secretary Mrs. H. D. Carns, to fill
the vacancy caused by the absence oi
Mrs. Webster, who has moved to California.
Literary Department Mrs. George
K. Albri,at, with Mrs. Ackerman, director.
Art Department Mrs. Ray, with
Mrs. Cams, director.
Department Mrs.
Domestic
AVhlteonib, with Mrs. Wilson, director.
Ethics d( parlmi nt Mrs. lloiden,
Willi Mr.
director.
The following committees were also
named
Hay,
Mrs.
Public Entertainment
chairman; Mesdamcs Carns and MedA

Social

Mis.

Courtesy Mrs. Kent, chairman.
H .use Mrs. Iti, nth. chairman.
Press-M- rs.
chairman.
Il,nel.U
Among oilier matters discussed at
yi sterday's tneeilng was that of EngIt being decided that
lish litera-iirethe club would make a special feat it?
literature t!ie
of the study of Eugll.-.coming y ar.
The new cl'ib house to be erected at
some luture !.i''', was also discussed.
As
'lie contract for the erection of
tlie'l.'.ii'.'iiog has not been let, but the
i.tliciis e! the club are still receiving bid- - u t.ie work, anil it is thought
that as ion as all bids ure in, the tallies wil' lit Hie contract and the work
ill begin a: once.
f etc. ' ion
,
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LACE
MILLS AT ZION CITY.

The financial base of prosperity for

Zion. according to Prophet Dowle's

or-jisi-

plans, was the laet.jnllls.
five years ago, aim Incorporated for $300,000, stock was sold
throughout the world, aggregating, It
Is claimed, $2,300,000. An immense
j building was erected at Zion City. It
covered half a. ldock of ground and
was a story and a half In nelgTit.

the consolidated mortgage; RUSSIAN OFFICIAL
to retire not later uan
April 1, 1U01I collateral trust G's; $18,-- !
KILLED BY A BOMB
0o8,ooo to retire, as they mature in the
next fifteen years, equipment capital
obligations; $lo,0oo,ouo to acquire
ital stock of certain leased lines; $10,- -' Considered Cause
of Severe
oi .o.iioii to pay not later than July 1,
'
l'.tos. for the eastern division of the
Floggings Given the
Tennessee Central and immediate im-- i
provements. After provisions for the
foregoing obligations are made there
will be left $'.111,834,000, whicu will e
used to provide for the future acquisitions and betterments, but to be Is- ASSASSIN VERY YOUNG
MAN
sued onty under strictly limited provisions of the mortgage and to be
provided f r as follows: In each year,
not exceeding $3,000,000 to be used for, Moroccan Agreement Signed-Mo- re
betterments and Improvements un tue,
Bodies and Live Horse
entire system and for new Equipment
.and in exchange for firm mortgage
Are Found.
bonds- not exceeding in amount the
actual cost thereof of railroads and
terminals hereafter acquired.
It is
understood that a syndicate headed by, ,Ther. Russia. April 7. While thej
J. P. M.Tgan & Co., has been formed governr-- r or Ther, M. Sleptzoff,
was
to purchase the $13,000,000 bonds to1 passing
through the principal street!
be issued at once.
of the town at 3 o'clock this after-- 1
noon, he was killed by the explosion
Is made In
$li;,0"o,uiMi

Several hundred .thousand dollars'
worth rf English laceniaklng ma
chinery was imported and set up.
Skilled workmen were . emuloyed at
Nottingham. England, and brought
In
here on contract, some of whlt-- a
volved $30 a week In wages. Some
time after the mills were started.
ai:out 4oo tHTsons were at work on
day and night shifts. Then, accord
ing to Samuel Packard, the lawyer
wno carried tn the negotiates for
the purcnase of the land at Zion
City, Dowie began to take from the
lsce industry the money necessary lor
Its suecesstul conduct us a business
enterprise.. The business lagged, until the number of employes dwindled
to less than fifty;-rw- o
months aso.
At the present time, 'however, (here
ate 200 people at work. It was Dowle's
Intention ultimately, to have. 1,000
persons employed and conduct the
biggest enterprise of its kind In this
country.

OHIO

-

a bomb.

The body of the governor was terrl-- '
bly mutilated and his coachman was
s'llnusly injured. The assassin, who
Ii. a very y; ung man.
was arrested.
At the time of the explosion. Sleptzoff'
vis driving on his way to attend the
election of a iiK inlii or the council
of tiie empire.
Governor
u.is regarded :is
a reactionary otlici:;
ml was held to
be n sponsible tei
!.
beatings adn
il t
la i .!:geucia bv the
lack 'hundreds'1 his- fall

the Policy sHolders Voting Chiefly by Their Proxies,

.iinl.l

l.n

loss.
The loini of proxy which the Mutual management has used on t.is
Is so worded, as to confer upon
he trustees named rat ler unusual
P'Wels of attorney fur the in Xt tell
..ir.. T'...- proxy is thus worded: "
Kiio.v a!! men by those pitsi iits, that
f
eoiii.ty of
V. Aiu kliK

PLEADS GUILTY TO
SPIRACY
111.. April

CON-

TO DEFRAUD.

7.
John A. I.inn,
the circuit c nut, of Cook
lotMiry. an formerly clerk of the su- pet r court of Cook county. today
lira g',i;lty to ine cliargu or consptr- acy to defraud, and was given an
Cir.ia-vo-

cierk

.

,i!
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Whatever-T- he

Pittsburg People Are
Quite Different.
SATISFIED

SAYS

MITCHELL

SELECTS A POOR
TIME FOR HAGUE MEETING.
Washington. D. C, April V. The
state department has suggested to the
Russian government, through Ambassador Rosen, that the period suggested In the Russian note for the convention of the second Hague conference, namely the early part or July,
will be inconvenient to America, and
to some other countries of this hemisphere, which "nad expected to be represented at The Hague.
The reason for this action was t
avoid a conflict with the
congress, which has already been
set for July 21 next, and for the possibly more Important reason that matters will come before the
conference which it is desired
to ultimately submit to Tho Hague.
MATTERS IN THE HOUSE.
Washington, D. C, April 7.
l,
after the usual routine, called np
the bill amending the internal rey-en- ua
laws, to prevent the double taxation of certain distilled spirits. Dal-r.e- ll
asked that the bill be considered
In the committee of the whole, possibly anticipating some debate. Before
lie could make the etaement,
the
sKtaker had the-bil- l
read the third
time anil nassr!
tho ambi
tious wayr disposing of legislation
cuuseu a. general laugn. The consideration of the postofflce appropriation
bill was then resumed.
Dal-zel-

,

i

MARKETS.

St. Louis W6ol.
St. louis. Mo.. April 7. Wool market steady and unchanged.

To Neutralize Philippine.
Washington, I. C, April 7. More-fie- ld
Storey, an attorney of Boston,
New York Money Market.
New York, April 7. Money on call, president
of the
nominal; no loans; prime mercantile league, was heard today by the house
paper, 5 per cent. Silver C4c.
committee on insular affairs, in favor
of the McCall resolution s'h the neutralization of the Philippines.
Chicago Live Stock.
Chicago, April 7. Cattle' Receipts,
HIMSELF
200; market slow; beeves. 13.90 G.25; SMITH ANNOUNCES
FOR ALGER'S SUCCESSOR.
cows and heifers, $1.50 5; Blockers
Wnshingfon, D. C.t April 7. William
and feeders, $2.8504.70.
Sheep Receipts, 2,000; market was AlUn Smith, representing tho Fifth
today announced
steady; sheep, J3.25&6.40; lanras, $3 Michigan district,
his candidacy for the senate as sucSi 0.73.
cessor to Senator Alger, who is voluntarily retiring.
Provisions.
Chicago, April 7. Following were
DUTCH DESIRE A
closing prices:
Wheat May.
July, 77c.
PERMANENT EXHIBIT
Corn May, 4lic; July, 4Gc.
Oats May, 31Ac; July, 2!)7M.
Pork May. $lti.22'J; July, $10.17
Amsterdam, April 7. An organizaMay. $S.4.-.tion has been formed here under the
July, $s.0.
Hlbs May, iS.ti.lH; July, $S.671i.
name of "The International and Industrial Exhibition and Sale Company," with the object of establishing
Kansas City Live Stock.
a
permanent exhibition or manufacKansas City, Mo., April 7. Cattle
Receipts, 5,000; market was steady; tured products of every description.
Articles placed on exhibition cannot
native steers. $l(ffo.90;
southern
steers, $3.7.r)(fi3; southern cows, $2.50 be sold. The exhibition building Is
(fj'4.25; notivo cows and heifers, $2.25 situated In the best part of the city,
between the state and municipalplc-tnr- e
(&R.10; Blockers
and feeders, $3
galleries, on the site of the In4 85; western fed cows,
$2.75 4.50.
Sheep Receipts, none; market was ternational exhibition or 1892, and or.
every facility for the display or
steady; muttons. $4.50?( 6; lambs, $5.50 fers
goods. The necessary electric power,
ifMl.llil; range
w ethers,
$5.50Q C.25 ; gas
and water will be furnished to
ted ewes. $4.75fi 5. till.
operate machinery.
Baron YV. Van lttersum, a member
Closing Stock Quotations.
of the board of trustees,
gone to
New York, April 7. Following were the United States for the has
purpose of
closing prices;
interesting manufacturers in the enAtchls. n, com
931
terprise. The c pa v has agents In
Atchison, jild
J03?i all the piir.c-iii.icities and towns or
New York Central
I4i h the Netherlands, who will distributo
Pennsylvania
HIT tiie journal of the company gratuitousSouthern Pacific
ly 1I11011 shout the various
districts.
Pacific,
I'niou
com
150
The journal will he .published semiPnion Pacific, jild
ii5'.' monthly and will be sent to all perCopper
42! sons in the Netherlands and Its oolo-nii- s.
V. S. S., coin
That paper will make liberal no4i's
V. S. S., pfd
tn7-'tices of the various exhibits.
4;

For Mine Accident.
Cleveland, Ohio, April 7. The Onto
operators in session here today, decided to "stand pat" on the miners1
strike and to offer no concessions
whatever.
NINETY PER CENT OF
TONNAGE REACH

TERMS.
I'ittsl.urs. Pa., April 7. President
Fran!, Kiehan. of the fnited Mine
W; ;:.!!.' district trgaiil.ation,
e,l this afternoon that from the
imiiilcr of signatures received to the
agreement, the mines producing fully
i'ir cent of the tonnage of coal
supply for Pittsburg, will be in operation Tuesday.
ii.

CLAIMS TO
EE WELL SATISFIED.
7.
Ni v York. April
The miners'
a
sodav tint as the anlhra- i. il .yea have laid their case

MITCHELL

-1

h

i

MOROCCAN CONFERENCE
IS THING OF THE PAST.
petators, there Is nothing
a'April 7.- - The .Moroccan
r
in to ib) in piiseiit but await
T.tio n was
n of the eaiployers.
'i s afti i noon
Mitchell
State of
do herc.iy constitute a...!
I olllel
p; .Mcs considerable attention
Ipourmni
.,!ne
V
(!eorgc
appoint
Klluidge
and
Haker.
die.
gat
in
t!
s:t
ion
the soft coal dis- T. (Jerry iind John VY. A uchlucloss,
'.', oe! i. in freiiieiit coiiiinunica-:- .
any two of the:ii. or lie survivor of INDIGNATION GP(
3 BY
'. ..".i ;!,e ilivitic; leaders of these
tloni, niy a:ionii ys and agents, for me
ME DISASTER.
HOUR
AT
He ni'! rate tlie statement
my
name, pl.ie,. ;i:i,l stead, to
and in
;.,
T.
"is, Fran. e.
a.i' :. ly tioiile. t i i he effect that
Kleven more
policy h bier
hi! as my pti i'' as
i,
'a'I'lii'.l v.bh the progress
' from the Courwi re l.r oi.'
of the Mut-uii- l O'.ii's
ui any lee i,.n ,.f 'm
'
'.;:s I. the south western and
Ve le;ise was
min.. I..'-'Life Insurance Company of New I
v.
s. The p ports from his
;t;tn i. but II
.! i'i
'"K men have i'.. iim t a lield.
York, wi'h full power of biilis: ituiion
be said, ale up to
n
gnat
Vr
rescm
ion
aie! revocation, hereby ratifying aiiu
tf the
at ioiis.
mine manage- eotitirn.iilg 1.11 that my ,snL aMoineys ."i'li
:he
increasi s
and agent.-- , or tlnir suPstintt., ohall ini'iil ami
r.r.CINEEPS HELD RESPONSIBLE
lu v nl v ib)
r cause to be done by hour l.v.
FOH ACCIDENT IN MINES.
vi.titc hereof. Unites so:mer revoked
7. -- 'The (Jaulois toda.y
i'.t.i
tips proxy shall coin in:..- in fine fur HWE CAWASSFU
ti;
'he striking miners in the
tin- date herejf."
en yiars
of I'ais-d- c Calais, are re-iRECF.M i l.miON VOTfc ( ..1 jr.
The opposition. I; a. led by Thniii.is
lav. placed u price on the
I .aw sou
Y.
lias a- l- ben very ac,,f th.. i uirineers of the Cour-- r
tive and is l.ii.M'! to have a"cunui-la'et i'y Cb-rli:i:
toe: her with
.. . ::
where the recent disasf proxies.
A
a large niimber
'.'.lie- Judge (;.! '
yesn rdny coin-ioI. and to have designated
:i t'.ie supjiorti rs of
l.ititlv royal In "
b
d tie
Votes cast
I hem.
ii ,ne to a
ojipos :l ion is j the r.l e.
the i;..in:tgi no tit ami
and f'Hiiul the
a . i hi en w al lied, and
exxjiei teil and US I.o'.uliiiv
''be hvill.-li:ci..iis:..
t.ino precautions.
actly bow the po, r is d'..--' rioulei!. tie C,f.'.. :i.
outcome is ex' :i in ly iloiiitlui.
w hero the
The !.iw
C A'e
;C? A""N RACF
"ia.v r i a c.i'e
a' tin: election
F T, 0 M OXFORD
TODAY.
in the canvass
April 7. Cam- il.O'Ilb teniMli.ltl :e!.tel,Ce'in till.' p 'lll- - I"- - shall tube I;
ass must take I.I
on a ' f tile Vole, vi il! I.
I. inn wa- uii! eril v boat
race
lei.tia
r t;"score or iimn- chai'
on" of which place three da;.
eli'cllon, f:oi
..1,:; in l.iv, tit Thames. Time.
Today's boat
was conspiracy to i.ei'r.nid the county but that the ri i
i' i secmiiis.
call in u lx
"'
.,,
act in 7,a rae
of money through tie' maiiipuiatioii of justice ,f the ;
third contest
II" was also stead.
of the two great K11- i
itirora' nav ch" k.--.
twei
All siicCessf i:i
;. s
lates will be elNU
;. ,
charge. wnh the i mbe; .b inent of
Oxford has won
umnoer sworn In Monday V ' 16. at the last 21 t: s. nt. avihridnn 2S, with one
puniic money, urn iii at:
j
'isTT, a ile.e.l beat.
city council.
Meeting 0f tle .,'
if offences of like thai a er.
race,
be-fi-

i

as.

TELEGRAPHIC
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Price Is Placed on Head of Mining tngineers in France

-

AlK-cir-

d

Concession

Any

i!U.-;e-

Methods,

OPERATORS
WILL NOT MAKE

-

Fight Will be Settled Between Old and New

RUSSIA

I

degree in saving yours. 1 paid your
dtbts at the instigation of God.
cleansed your body at His command.
Ten affidavit a by household servants also are said to bo In the possession of the now general overseer,
Wilbur Glen Voliva, relating the domestic difficulties and secret religious
teachings of their leader and employer.
S:mie of them have reference to the
ejectment from Zion of Miss Ruth
liefer, the Swiss convert.
THE GREAT

SELECT MANAGEMENT

-

n.

e

oi-

New York. April 7 The outcome of
tiie annual meeting of the Mutual Life
Insurance company is awaited with a
great deal of interest by Insurance
men and the policy holders of the company in particular.
The meeting,
w.iich will be In Id this afternoon is
i.f tin- greatest imp. mice, as it will
ib filliuly sittle the quest ion, whether
i.:e present iniiiuigi nielli is to remain
in control of '.he affairs of the company or n it. The management of
lias been extremely active
liming the last tew weeks to secure
agents,
proxii s for
their trusted
he
of
irge h ltaker, president
Kiisi Na:iniia! bank. Klbri.lge T. (Jerry

Week.

Special to The Evening; Citizen. '
Washington. D. C, April 7. Tha
Joint statehood c.n forces met agln
today. Santa Fe will remain the capital, as in the original liill.
The fight Is waxing- warm on th
first Foraker amendment and on the
motion that New Mexico and Arizona
remain in the bill. There will bo
further conferences next week.

heart-rendin-

j

MUTUAL LIFE MEETING TU

Naples, April 7. Uoscobeale has
been surrounded and Invaded by a
stream of lava, and another stream is
dosily tTireatenlnR
Ottajano, while
new craters are opening In the volcano.
The population of towns and villages
near the danger zone are still
Whole families, surrounded
by their household goads, aro waiting
In the streets, hoping to find a cart,
horse or dray or donkey to help them
r'ace their possessions beyond danger.
Many a
g
scene can be
witnessed. Artillery carts have been
sent to help the fugitives.
Cardinal Joseph Prlsco,' archbishop
of Naples, has ordered special prayers to be offered for the safety of
those, who are in danger, and it is
expected that he will go to the scene
of desolation. Iloscobeale, the village
which is in the most danger of destruction. Is the birth-placof the car.
dlnal. and the larger number or his
relatives reside there.
Tills seems to be the most danger-ou- r
eruption of Vesuvius since the
year 7!, of the Christian era, when
Pompeii, Herculaneum and Stabiae,
three considerable cities, were destroyed. The first two were fifteen
or more miles from the volcano, and
were destroyed by being burled freim
forty to 100 feet deep by ashes discharged from the crater of the mountain. Puling the last 100 ears many
parts of each city have been excavated and valuable
additions thereby
made to modern knowledge of antiquity. Of the many smaller places
on the mountain side, destroyed by
the lava streams, suca as seem now
to be endangered, hlstorv h
kn nn
record. Vesuvius Is only 3,948 feet
uik'u nun is on tne east side or the
C.ulf of Napleu Edltor.J
panic-stricke-

mm

These Will be Used in Present Betterments
and For Future Extensions and Absorptions of Other Roads.

pro-erti-

Next

Anti-imperialis-

7.

New Ycrk, April 7. The stock transfer hooks of the Southern Railway
company were closed today, not to bo
reopened until April 19, the day after
the special meeting of the stockholders or the company, which is to
be held in Richmond, Va., on April IS.
That meeting will be of great importance, as the directors of the company
have decided to ask the stockholders
to authorize an issue of $200,000,000
development and general mortgage 4
per cent lionds. Of this amount
will be Issued Immediately for
the following purposes: $4.9t!2,774 to
refund payments for eyuipment heretofore made and charged o capital;
$3,300,000 to refund Investments In securities of and advances to subordinate companies heretofore made and
for the acquisition of property not
heretofore funded, and $G,56,2L't!, for
double track, revision of grades, new
yards, shops, etc. The balance of
$183,ou0,o(io will be reserved for the
following purposes: $31,138,000 to retire division prior lien bonds on
acquired, for which no provision

by

Cardinal Orders Prayers of The
League
the Church for Safety
Wants Philippines to Be
of Fugitives.
Neutralized.

won wnn one

He

ed

I

are inill,' mi mi, eis !i! l.at i
valid. The far ic:ic!:ir. r t fleet of this
Midecision is beyond cftimation.
llions of iloll ir.-- v. nil of cattlein. n's
,u affected by
paper wiM
iliis decUion.
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Rending Scenes Conferees Agree on This
Among Fleeing People
Point-M- eet
Again

--A

$200,000,000

Mr. Ackerman. cliairmau.

THE CAPITAL

STREAMS OF MOLTEN LWA HAGUE CALL INCONVENIENT

SOUTHERN RA1LWA

chairman.

Hituur,

April

TO REMAIN AS

IN ERUPTION

t-

io r.

Finann

111.,

81)

SANTA FE IS

GROWS WORSE

The religious zealcts of this little city are not
a unit against Dr. Dowle. the deposed
leader, by any means. The majority
are following Voliva, Granger and
other rebels, of course but that Dowie
still retains friends and many others
wiio are on the fence, is evidenced by
the frequent remark you hear on the

Scb-m--

:

.

of Dowie's fitry sermons.
Dowie is thought
i have between
$100,000 and $2imi,im)0 In his possession in Mexico. He owns a cjnees- sion In Africa on which he expects
to borrow $1,000,0(10.
It is threaten- ed he will be prosecuted If he rrturns
to America.
Much or the foundation for the
startling stories told of Dowle's per-- j
street:
sonal relations with members of his
"Wait till Mr. Dowle comes back." Hock Is found in the alleged discovery
The Dowieltes as a general class, ;of what purports to be
are Impressionable,
credulous folks, Utters In- the private vault at Zion
easily swayed by a leader.
City. due to the work of a committee
If Dowie, with pntriarchlal
beard, 'appointed by Zlonites for the purpose
snow white hair, sonorous, musical 'of clearing the atmosphere after the
voice, great personal force and pow- famous telegram had been dispatched
ers of eloquence, returns to Zion, it is - dowle In Mexico announcing to
not Improbable that he might Inflame him that he had been deposed.
the colonists with their former religOne of these purported letters was
ious zeal and win them back.
adire.-seto Mrs. Emily Weare before
Lawyers assert he hns sufficient she was read out of Zion church. An
grounds to establish
strong equity extract from It is deemed to be most
claims to recover all he has been di- sensational, and reads as follows:
vested of.
'Venomous tongues shall be torn
It is within the rawge or jiosslDie from their rots. The people shall not
events that Dowie may attempt an In- hearken to slander.
vasion by physical force. He has fre"If in the sacred presence of Jequently declared 'himself a believer In hovah I pray for the complete cleansthe biblical Injunction to "destroy ing, which is a matter between God
evil." Everything which runs counter and me, tbe divine will prompted such
to the opinion of the "apostle" is measures as were thoug'.it fit. in the
"evil," and he has said the use of interest of your case. As a servant
force Is Justifiable in resisting the of the Lord 1 carried them out. I
"devil."
have no recollection in fact of wnat
Many farmer
adherents of iJowie occurred Ley. ml the knowledge mat
who now follow the load
of the mine own soul was contaminated in a
Zion City.

WILL FIND DOOR LOCKED
AND KEY THROWN AWAY.
Chicago, April 7. While Dowle Is
traveling from Mexico 3 Zion City,
measures are being taken by the officers or the Zion church to render him
absolutely powerless before he arrives.
It is asserted that by the time he
reaches Zion, the last vestige of his
lower will have disappeared, except
In so far as he may restore It by legal
means. Three hundred of the officers
of the church have signed a state
ment upholding General Overseer
Voliva in his fight against the "first
ajicstle." Each member of the Zion
community will be asked tomorrow
to swear allegiance to the present officers, and at a mass meeting,' which
is to be held in the afternoon, all the
people will be asked to put their signatures to the document, renouncing
their former leader. Together with
this action, Overseer Voliva has declared that he will announce in detail
the alleged misappropriation by Dowie
of funds aggregating over $2,5no,0O0.

ELECTS

ft
t i

'younger leaner

Laredo, Texas, April 7. Dowle and
Ills party arrived here this morning.
L'ion the arrival of the train at the
bridge, the United
International
States marine hospital surgeon. Dr.
Hamilton, also the Immigrant offi
cials, were admitted to Dowle's draw
ing room, and after the usual ques
tions,! retired. In his response to the
Immigration official, Dowle took an
oath that he was an American citizen. He especially emphasized the
act that he had taken out final papers, ly remarking:
"I am an American citizen, and I am proud of it."
Dowie was somewhat indisposed as
the result of his Journey, but he Is enjoying, on the whele, good health.
Dowle was asked by a correspondent
of the Associated Press, for an expression of his views. He stated that
he had given an Interview in Mexico
City. End did not care at the present
He
time to say anything further.
stated, however, that he stood by the
Mexico interview, and could neither
add to n:r detract from the same.
John Lewis, who is acting ns Dowie'
lieutenant, was asked for an expression regarding the statement published in Chicago vesterclay. that Dowie
is bringing to Zion City $10.0M),WI) in
gold, several scroils
of parchment
upon which are written the five books
"I do
of Muses, etc. Lewis said:
not care to answer anything appearing
In Chicago papers."
The Dowle party left for San Antonio, where they expect to lay over
at least one day, in order to recover
from the fatigue of the long Journey.
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passenger urriing this morning
San Marciul ti!!-- i the thrilling!
story of an explosion which look place
In the Sau Man lal opera house on
Wednesday evening. F. I!. Sehwetit ker
of this city, and a man by the name
of Kelly.
both
accident insurance
Usi nis, w. re fciving an entertainment
to the people .f Sun Marciul. with the,
hi'!i of st ereop: icon views. On hein:?!
the lantern exploded, blowing
pun of it t.iroiie.h the ceiling of the
house.
Tin. ceiling was so high that.;

,

A

from

0
0

lie piece blown tiirnu.g'i i' could not1
be rccoviieil, and the audience which!
had assoiiii.il-- 1, wi'h expectancy, had
10 he turiui! nway.
Fort iinuti ly, 111
on.- was hurt as a result of the
,

dent.

4

Special to The Kvening Citizen
Mtsilla Park, April 7. Yesterday was un interesting one to the
tiuUnis and faculty of the Agricultural college. (Jovern.r
who is to he present at
tin- - inspection of the militia at
las ("races toi::ghi, came down
a day ahead, espiciaily to visit
and look over tiie college. Tho
li.iiti was a little late yesterday
1110 ruing.
,ut arrived in time for
him to give a v y pleasing and
i lii oiiraging mil, to the students
at their geiier.il assembly hour.
i'1.
He was entertained
at
V man's llall at lunch,
and
aft lAards In- went through all
til. departments
and carefully
-

Bowling Season Opens.
Ant.a-.eli.M.i., April 7. Tiie rmil'g Ml. son will he oj.etleil here thisj
afternoon by a race lctwecn the Var- n eiht. oar crews
sit v an. the tit.-iin-n
n university aul two cor-of (Jeoi-'.'.

-

(

;

responding midshipmen's crews of the
naval aea It my.
s

lui

i

and

note of what was being done.
how it was done
H.i
himself as being

esc-t- u

only surprised and agreeably
s,, ov r the prosperous condition
of he institution.
I

f
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Hivmiso
tills Is a now drug
store, tli!' stock ig Incomplete,
.lust come in and see. Wohavo
the slock to furnish, you any

An Ohio school hoard
woman In love Is nut

has decided
competent
teach, ('.niiis to have none hut male
t lie hci s l,i it aft r?
.

A Tip for Mme. Yale.
Official Paper of Bernalillo County
Two lidi's from Ashland intended
and City of Albuquerque.
the sale f f (!. A. l.owry last Tuesday.
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Unfit
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Nfw
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C'f.'lfln,

'fit Nortrim Arljor.

TtNMI OF SUBSCRIPTION:
P.Gt Wr mil an. yir lo aaranca.
ffeltr by mail per month -

a

Here you'll find
went you've been
iocicnj for.

Drug, Medicine,

''

Requisite

f

Oay

-
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V

power to keep his promise to reform.
New York Is talking of erecting a
statue of Joseph Jefferson. It will
pivhably be talking about It six or
seven years from now.

wQI aanfar a firor by netifylnr hi
of lha paper.
Hnfaadtatal an any
houkl ba aildreiiweti to
A. M totton and ramittanraa

Comtant. Draft,

Tub Citihn

aaaaka, poatofTve. and axpreu money ord-aaaat ba nada parabl. to UV ardar of the
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PHARMACY
EAST RAILROAD
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Opposite

RED LOVER MUST

Miss Arnold and Albino

Raynolds'

New

Bid.

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Full Set of Teeth
Gold Crowns
Gold Filling

Chav-arri- a

Are Not Yet Joined

Painless

In Marriage.

ALL

$6.00
$1.50 Up

....50c

Extracting

WORK

ABSOLUTELY

ll" II
-- f

j

fS

GUAR-

ANTEED.
GREAT DIFFICULTIES ENCOUNTERED

.

That the wedding of Miss Cora Arnold to her redskin lover. Albino Chav-avrriwill not take place. Is now the
popular belief of Intimate friends of
Miss Arnold, while many who have
known her for years and also have
been confldentlally told of many of
tier plans and hopes, are positive in
the statement that marriage was not
contemplated on the trip to Denver,
says
the Denver Republican of
April 6.
"While Mies Arnold and Chavarria
are very much In love with each other,
both realize the hopelessness of their
feeling, and know that a marriage
would only result In increased misery
for all parties concerned," Is the way
the affair is spoken of by many who
are supposed to be well informed of
the .process of the lave affair. It has
been a long time since the two fell
In love with each other, and they have
thoroughly eensidered the almost certainty of unbsppiness resulting from
a marriage, and for that reason, although Loth are anxious to secure as
huch pleasure in the society of eaca
other as possible, the wedding win
not taka place, unless Miss .Arnold,
who Is a woman of many moods, suddenly decides to risk all In the quest
with the man she loves.
W
No effort has been made by eit'ner
Vj secure a marriage license, ana no
minister has refused or even been requested to perform the ceremony.
County Recorder Vickery is ready to
Issue a license with no more than the
ordinary formalities, at any time it 1b
requested, and it Is argued that should
the couple decide to marry they would
lave at least made arrangements for
the ceremony or have ascertained
whether or not the prominent ministers would agree to perform the ceremony. Today is the last day that
the Indian can remain in Denver, according to the terms of his leave from
the reservation, and unless Miss Arnold decides to take the final step.
.Chavarria will probably return today
to "tola friends of his own race. His
fellow people are in every way as
much opposed to the wedding of the
two races as are Miss Arnoid'K Caucasian friends, and agree that the marriage could result In little but unbappiness.
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Liniment
CurosLumbagol

WANTED.
livWANTKI) Lady
ing
would I'Ue another lady
Will agree to any
to share home.
leas nia: To plan. Good home for the
right party. Address. Home, Citizen (idic:.
V ANTED
Good met., any number,
lor rock work; southern Arizona;
wages, 30c an hour; work guaranteed for three years. Inquire Abraham's Employment office, 315 South

ALBUQUERQUE,

Co.

NEW MEXICO

,

ti.-;l-
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1

I

four-r.Hu-

"

rill. thr uuuun
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11

1
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Diiiscoyery
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1

$1-0-
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$100,000

4
4

4

On Furniture,

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

4
4

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

talk

QinmsiLeg n

G

.

Extends to Depositors every proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

Wages paid while
learning the barber trade; situaspecial
No. 310, South Edith, 6 rooms, modrate.
tions guaranteed;
Moler System College, Los Angeles, ern, new. Lot 50x142; sewer, trees,
Cal.
etc. $2,700. Easy terms, if you can't
WANTED Men in eacn slate to pay cash.
travel, post signs, advertise and
leave samples of our goods. Salary
$75.00 per month. $3.00 per day for
expenses. Kuhlm.in Co., Dept. S.,
PORTERFIELD & CO.
110 West Gold Avenue.
Atlas block, Chicago.
WANTED
ami book
A salesman
keeper; must speak Spanish; goo
wages guaranteed to the right man; Notarial
work and conveyancing.
best of rerercnc.es required. Appl
In writing, to A. Kempenich, Per
PROFESSIONAL
CARDS
alta, N. K.
""EiNt78Ts!
WANTED
Good men, any number
for rock work; southern Arizona;
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
wages, 30c an hour; work guaranDental Surgeon.
teed for three years. Inquire Abra15
Rooms
and 16, Grant block, over
ham's Employment office, 315 Soutl
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
First street.
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
FOR RENT.
mail.
F6rRENT Fufnlshei or unfurrils'h
Edmund J. Alger, O. D. 8.
ed rooms in new house. 613 East
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Office
Coal avenue.
hours, 8:30 a. m.t to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
FOR RENT Brick house, with bath, p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
at 207 North Fifth street. Maynar polntments made by mall.
Gunsul.
PHYSICIANS.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods comDR. R. L. MUST,
pany. Inquire at Room D, Mrs.
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Office.
Phelan.
Tubercvlosis treated with
FOR RENT three, four and five room
Electrical Current and Gerhouses, modern. W. H. McMilllcn,
Treatments given each day
real estate broker, 211 West Gold micide.
from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
avenue.
in attendance. Both 'phones.
FOR SALE.
DK. W. G. SHADRACH,
FOR SALE All lots in Coronada Practice limited to Eye,
Ear, Nose
Place. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
and Throat.
Broadway,
Occulist and Aurist for Santa Fe coas
FOR SALE At a sacrifice, rubber lines. Office, 313 hi West Railroad
tired buggy and harness. 518 South avenue.
Edith street.
Hour: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1.30 to 5
SELL, RENT OR TRADE 1.1st your p. m
property with T. L. wcapaaaen, duu
NURSE.
South Broadway
Mr. M. R. Wharram,
FOR SALE Thoroughbred bull ter- Room 31, Barnett building.
Auto
rier pups. Finest in territory. 208
phone, 613; Colo., 1C3 B. Hours, 9
South Broadway.
to 10. Massage, hydro-therepFOR SAIJJ Furniture of six rooms; to 12 and 7 other
Battle Creek methand
also, modern house for rent. Inods.
quire over Farr's meat market..
UNDERTAKER.
FOR SALE A drug store in good lit
tie town; a snap. T. L. Mcbpad-den- , Auto 'phone 316.
Colo. Red 115.
300 South Broadway.

j

Capital and Surplus

4

MEN WANTED

,

I

4,

,

i!

m

4

Pianos, Organs, Horses
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, a low as $10.00 and as high
as $200. no. Loans are quickly made
and strictly private.
One
Time:
month to one year given. Goods remain in your possession. Our rates
are reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
First street.
Steamship tickets to and from all
WA NT ED
Energet Ic"
parts ot the world.
man to work in New Mexico, repreRooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
senting large manufacturing com31i West Railroad Ate.
pany. Salary $40 to $90 permontn,
PRIVATE OFFICES.
expenses advanced.
paid weekly;
Ooen Evenings.
Moore,
Address, with stamp, J. H.
M.
N.
Albuquerque,
A HOME
You could be proud of,
MALE HELP WANTED.

:;

i

Montetima Trtist

4

Citizen Ads Vill Reach Them
Money to Loan
employed and
alone

bar-palt- i;

i

16.

CHARGE,

MINIMUM

The Shades of Night.
Elephants that had escaped from a
B. F. COPP.
circus broke up services In a Cincin- ROOM 12, N. T.
ARMIJO BUILDING
nati church several days ago. This is
especially interesting as It shows some
Cincinnati folk still go to church.
"My son," said the old gentleman,
"learned to say no. When the bad boys you pockets will
a
ask you to run away from school, or
ask you to smoke cigarettes, remember bank account. Deposit with the bank
they are leading you Into temptation
and pay your bill by check. Your
and say 'No.' Do you think you will
be brave enough and strong enough to
check book shows just where your
do that?"
money went, and for What purpose.
"Father," replied the lad, "your
words have not been without effect.
Your money slips away without
They have impressed themselves forany trace when you do not keep a
ever upon my brain, and you shall
know now that your advice has not
record of your receipts and expenbeen wasted. Frcm this moment I
ditures. A checking account reshall say ,'No,' when I think the occasion requires it."
cords every item, saves time and
"Well spoKen. my brave boy," cried
trouble. It's a great convenience.
the delighted father. "Tnen you will
behave yourself in the future?"
Your checks are returned to you
"No."
when y::u have your bank 'book
I
Take My Pen in Hand.
Yon run linva If l.nl
balanced
Editor News! If vnn will plve rii'nJ
at
a"ced
a"y tlme- - 11 should be
space iu your paper which I like tof
read so well, I will try and give a few
balanced at least once a month.
lines-frothis plafp.
The bauk does your
Ask George Cary how he likes to
talk over the phono.
e.
Ask Clara Mosgrove how she loves
to write with a colored pencil.
THE BANK OF COMMERCE
Elbert Mosgrove was all smiles Sunday. Guess he saw his best girl.
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW
MEXICO
Misses Icie and Clara MosgroVe visited Misses Olive and Annie Dennett
Sunday, and had a nice time.
;
Mrs. Alice Tatuin has been chilling,
but is better at present.
When days and years have glided
by and on this pa?e you cast your
eye, remember it was a friend sincere
FOR SALE OR TRADE a good busi
left this kind rememberance 'here.
ness for city property. T. L. McCounty correspondence,
Sequachee,
Spadden, 300 South Broadway.
Tenn., News.
FOR SALE Small stock merchandise
nt a bargain. T. L. McSpadden, 300
ALABAMA CHRISTIAN
South Broadway.
ENDEAVORERS
MEET.
FOR SALE A haniisouie mrdniau
Montgomery, Ala.. April G. Delepiano, in flee condition and almost
gates representing Christian Endeavor A $6,000,000 POSTOFFICE THAT'S
new, at a bargain.
For particubranches in all parts of the state are
NO POSTOFFICE AT ALL.
lars, call at this office.
here to attend the annual convention
Washington, P. C, April C There
FOR SALE Two sets of shelving,
of the Alabama Christian Endeavor
is a movement on foot to secure a
ninety feet long; two sixteen-f-xi- t
which met here at the Central new style of architecture as applied
OFFICERS OF NEW
counter.
counters: one thirty-foo- t
Presbyterian
church
This to public buildings, and pat ticuliirly
today.
Call at F. F. Trotter's.
evening
a
reception
be
will
tendered
DsERS
llartholdt,
of
WATER
postoltlces.
MEXICO'S
Chairman
Uie delegates at the Central Presby- the
house committee on buildings and FOR SALE $25,000 rancn at a
terian church by the Christian En- grounds, is convinced tba there has
will take small property in
Trie SELECTIONS MADE IN THE deavor society of Hie Central church, been too much attention in the past exchange. Write, wire, phone or
ELECTION JUST HELD AT LAS assisted in, receiving by the members to external beauty ami too little
talk with F. L. McSpadden, 303
CRUXES NO PROXIES USED IN or the societies of both the First thought expended on the purpose for
South Broadway.
Presbyterian cnurch and the Highland which the structure was to be used. FOR SAI.P. OR 1.1X1 'H A NCR For
THE VOTING.
Avenue Presbyterian church. TomorcITy or ranch property, a new furnThe new Chicago jioHtafllcn is cited
The officers elected by the water row afternoon there will be an open us the best example of what is meant.
ished rooming house. Best location
users, according to tne count, just air song service at Pickett Springs.
In the city. Address F. J.. this ofThis was designed by Henry Ives
Among the prominent sinakers who Cobb, who drew a special salary of
completed, at Las Cruces, are as fofice.
are In attendance at the convention $4ooo a year for six years to superinllows:
FOR SALE A good general merchan
are Mr. Von Ogden Vogt, the worlds tend It.
Directors.
dise and grocery business, wita meat
general
secretary
En1
the
of
Christian
George Lynch.
District No.
When the Kdilding was finally commarlut included, and buildings for
deavor
society
of
Boston,
2
Mass.;
Dr. pleted it was found to be absolutely
District No.
Win. Palmer, Jr.
Inquire, M. Dragoie, 300
rent.
.1.
).
Reaves
Nashville,
of
Tenn., and unfitted for postofllce purposes.
It
District No. 3 H. F. Holstcin.
North Broadway.
s
a)
o:
vei
hers.
4
District No.
Joe W. Taylor.
linked all the things that a postofflcv FOR SALE Black Monorca and Bar
District No. 5 U. L. Young.
light, air, room and a
should have
red Plymouth Rock eggs, for hatch
Office
Chief
Quartermaster,
Deiiwr, place for the wagons to come and
District No. ti F. C. Stewart.
Ing; 75 cents per netting. Ed.
7,
l
April
Colo..
Sealed proposals uet and deliver the mails. Apparently
District Nj. 7 C. W. Derber.
Albuquerque, N. M.
l,e
in
triplicate,
win
un-ireceived here
District No. 8 ('. A. Thompson.
the only idea of the man who design- FOR SAI . E A first class, do u b e - b a r
11
on
a.
April
17,
r.iui;.
m..
for ed the structure was how it would
District No. U 1). CJ. Rodriguez.
shotgun; bran new
reled,
itansportati n i.r .Military Supplb
look, on paper, from the outside It
District No. in I. II. Bailey.
never baa been used; one of th
3. Wiimate station. N. M. was giYcn a lovely dome, some ornate
Route
No.
Council.
best makes. Call at The Citizen of
l
District No.
arches and pillars, and the specitl
Jesus Silva. lly to Fert Wincate, N. M timing the
fice for particulars.
year, commem-iJuly l. r.dii. cations called for the expenditure of
Merltn, Antonio Silva y Abeyla.
FOR SALE OR TRADE 2 rooming
to accept or re- f .; .!.. n ...in.
District No. - Janu s J. (Ian la, C. S. reserves
houses. T. L. McSpadden, P.OO South
ject any or all proposals. Informa
T!i) new building is found much in
Juan Velarde. Adrain (lonzalos.
Broadway.
n rior. for nil nraciical lmrnoses. to
Distriit No. 3 (1 IV l'liest, l'. A. tion luruis.'.cd on application.
vclopcs coma in in prop sals should the $.",0.111111 temporarv structure on FO RS A E O It" T RADE ATe y oul n
Piatt.
I have some
"l'ropos.iis for Trans- 'lie lake front, where the mail busi
terested In mines?
District. No.
W. C. Spiodc, Henry be marked:
said to be good deals. Talk with
portation on Rmiie No. ::. aJln ssed ness was done while the new office
Sunmierfonl, M. Hatiert.
me. T. 1.. McSpadden, 300 S. Broadwas heiii constructed.
District No. fi I' Hoiialt. C. Ancar-ate- . C. A. 11 McCailley. Chi. (j. M.
way.
N. v. Frenser.
FTTlTSAr.Tr-Ne- w
and Liver Trouble.
furniture of
District No. t. V. S. (Jllliani. A. J. FOUND GUILTY OF
house; sewing machine, JewSHERIFF'S MURDER. Suffered for Five Years With Kidney
Ktjuutaln, A. Frit.e.
kbl"I
with
Cheap, if sold nt
el gas st'.ve.
District No 11.
David Arguella, who shot and in- uey suffered for five vears
it. Molt.
dalles.
trouble, which caused
once.
c. Fuehr, 400 South
J. T. Mitchell.
stantly killed Deputy Constable Fran- severefin.! liver across
u
una
the back
Fourth
District No. S C. Iv Miller, .1. 1.. cisco Garcia of Trinidad, was found blinding pains
I had dyspepsia
PlTlTlUl:(rheap, two corner lots fii
Thompson, I. Alvarez.
guilty at Raton, by a jury, of murder and was headache.
so constipated lliat 1 could
Eastern addition, or will trndo for
District No.
l'ett r Rice, K. A. In the first degree. At ihe time the not move my bowels without a caj murder
horse and wagon; part on monthly
HeiTon, F. 11. 1'ottir.
was committed Arguella was thartic.
ChamberI
by
was cured
payuieii's Apply to A. J. Robertson,
District No. lo K. II. I'hai'c. Sieve on Johnson Mesa, near Raton, with a lain's Stomach and
mid
Tablets
12"0 Son!!, Edith.
threshing civw. a few miles southeast have l.ecn well now Liver
Scoer, K. K. Talbot.
months,"
six
"
The vote was rest rid i d solely to of that town, and was wanted for the says Mr. Arthur S. forStrickland
of
BUSINESS EXCHANGE.
He, Chattanooga, Tenn. For sale by all
actual residents of the valley and no murder of a woman in Colorado.
I bavesome ranches
TO
EXCHANGE
proxies were allowed, neither were Low ever, saw Deputy Garcia as he druggists.
to
property. T. L.
city
trade
for
v
onp-rat
as approaching him. ami witlioii' a
ions allowed
For
to vote.
McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
II
S
II
iMIIIMSSMSSSM
bill
HI
acu l'iii acres, the owner was allow-t'- moment's warning lie pulled Lis gun 1
IIa a ill llll
McSPADDEX
a a
The exchange man.
47
aa
lo vole tliul much land, but iio'.mhI.v aim Im .1 the latal shot.
See him f ir business exchanges.
was allowed to vote more than tais.
300 South Broadway.
and CURE the LUNGS
Human Blood Marks.
as this is tli,- total amount the mov
I have property lb
TO
EXCHANGE
A talc of horror was luLI by maius
rninent will allow one man lo hold
j ,wa.
Illinois
Missouri. Kansas
of human blood in ihe home of J. W.
under the reelatnat ion act. Owiiu
Colon
and Arizona to trade for
these very si ingent rest rid ions, the William-- , a well know ' merchant of
Allan;'!. ;ne property.
Talk wlta
Twenty years
vole was not s laie as it might have Mac, Ky. lie wiliest
' T. .. McSpadden, 3'Ui South
but it was unanimous tor rat- ago I had M'vere hemorrhages of the
Brn.n'tt iv
lungs, and was near death when
ification of the contract with the
LOST.
with tile exception (if four began taking Dr. King's New liiscov-eiPries
0NSUM?TI0N
li couiplelely cured me and
fc
votes east against the contract.
LOST r.m T,. eaf brooch. sei w iTh
50c
FOR
!UuHS an
It
have temaiiicd well ever since."
moon .;, n,
Methodist
OLDS
Fret Trial.
between
coughs,
A healthy man is a king in his own cures bemorrhagi s, chronic
bun h a:id 41111 Atlantic avenue.
settled
colds
and bronchitis, und is
right ;an unhealthy man is uu
urn
George Gelgi'bll.at above
slave. Burdock Blood Bitters the only known cure for weak lungs. ZTTIHOAT und LUNO TllUUJ- ail.li. . i,M1 receive reward.
drugyou
Every
guaranteed
bottle
by all
builds up sound health keeps
or MOKJil BACK.
i I.SS,
Trv a iM.ieh wait aa.
gists. r,uc and $1. Trial bottle free.
' tir.TTr :n
r
well.
..
1
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Make your wants
known througn
these columns.

In-

sertion.
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RETURN TO TEPEE

One

or

&
8 Sick Room
man ran lay his shovel down
weary
Vy
And
rest
soul;
his
Waaaiy by maiL on yaar- I.'
It's not quite time for the garden V
To lie found In any up to date 0
work,
6y Carrier, 60c per month
jX (Irng store. V.'e fill prescrip- A
And late for snow and coal.
Twn Ivawmo Crnrtit will b. dliTrl In the
lions
accurately.
No extra o
.U
t?Kn-n.1
Mr at th. low mi of 20 fmU nor weak, or for 6u
t ... . ..
.1
UOesil I W ISH IU i.lie
nnnii
aoati par atarth, when paid monthly.
(l'.tr-frr delivery.
I'nited States senator from Nevada,
liTertitlng Kates Kade Known on Application Charley seems to be doing all In Ills A
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Cirrulattva.

APRIL

X

Afler washing the mud from their Jj
faces anil partaking of the smearense Q
they were tine o, iking ladles. Keeds- O
ville orres;:ind nee. est Salem, Ohio. '6
Reporter.

awiiliM Fran ft'iM OlipitckM.
Urfwt City ind County Circutatlen.
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Albuquerque Evening Citizen j

You Think

1 1 ivi a v b e

CITIZEN.

EVENING

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
President; W. S. Strickler, V. P. and Cashier; W.
J. JOHNSON, Asst. Cashier; Wm, Mcintosh, J. C. Baldridge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, George Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.

SOLOMON

LUNA,

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

&

SANTA

FE

RY.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
Officers and Directors.
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKJ)
....
R. A. FROST
IL F. RAYNOLDS

u. s. depository.

President
Vice President
Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

i'J SSJjjif

Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository for Atchison, Topeka

&

m.r,

'

$500,O0OA
$250,0OO.

'

6anU Fe Railway Company

6--

High-Frequen- cy

The State National Bank
0! Albuquerque, Mew Mexico
Capital Paid In
Surplus and Profits

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
0. N. MARRON, President; Wm. FARR, Vice President; J.
1IERNDON, Cashier; Roy McDONALD,
Assistant Cashier;
E. A. MIERA, I. A. DYE, J. A. WEINMAN, F. H. STRONG,
JAY A. HUBBS and D. H. CARNS.

y

Black

LAWYERS.

Bernard S. Rodey.
Albuquerue
N. M. Prompt attention given to all
business pertaining to the profession
Will practice in all courts of the territory and befoie the United State
land office.
Ira M. Bona.

0

"OLD RRLIABLE"

.

32

P street

Pensions,
lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
R. W. U. Bryan.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquer
que, N. M. Office, First National
Hank building.
N. W., Washington,

D. C.

ESTABLISHSD

17I

L. B. RU TN EY

ATTORN

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

B.

INTEREST PAID ON SIX MONTHS DEPOSITS AT THE RATE OF
FIVE PER CENT PER ANNUM.

A. BORDERS,

City Undertaker.
Commercial Club Building.
and white hearse. $5.

$100,000 00
17,000 00

WHOLESALE

GROCER

Flour, Grain and Provisions
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groeerles
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
ALBUQUERUE, N.

RAILl DAD AVENUE

M

G

E. W. Dobson.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

.

Office Crcm

'

well block, Albuquerque, N. M.

IN PLUMBING WE ARE PROUD
To say that our prestige is never questioned. Our reputation for sanitary
and scientific plumbing has been earned only from the execution cf the
highest grade work in thi3 line, which
(mbraces all kinds of sanitary plumbing, gas fitting, steam and hot water
heating. We are always fair in our
price. We carry the finest line of garden hose in the city.

LAND MATTERS.
H. W. S. Otero,
United States Court Commissioner,
Will attend
703 West Silver avenue.
to matters before the land offlc
BEAUTY CULTURE.
MRS. M. HELENA LEONARD,
Graduate of Parisian Institute.
Late of New York city. The lates
scientific appliance and up to date

methods fo- - treating the hair, face
and scalp. Complexion steaming and
bleaching; manicuring and shampoo
water
ing.
Electrolytic
automatic
massage, 613 West Gold avenue.
Auto phone 279.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Thos. K. D. Maddlson,
t
Office with W. B. Childers, 117
Gold avenue.
ARCHITECTS.
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling
ford, rooms 46 47, Barnett building
Albuquerque. N. M. Both 'phones.
CIVIL ENGINEER.
J. R. Farwell,
Room 23. N. T. Armljo Building.
ACCOUNTANT.
Books aud
EXPERT ACCOUNTING
ited, statements prepared, improved
installed. Twenty years'
guaranSatisfaction
experience.
teed. George II. Browne, 110 South
Second street. Albuquerque. N. M.
A Lucky Postmistress.
is Mrs. Alexander of Cary. Me., who
has found Dr. King's New Life Pills to
be the best remedy she ever tried for
keeping the stomach, liver and bowels in perfect order. You'll agree with
her if von trv these painless purifiers
that infuse pew life. Guaranteed by
all druggists. Price 2."c.
.
o
Every vehicle on our floors has
two weeks' notice to get out. We
need the 1x10m more than we need the
iiuonev. Albuquerque 'Carriage Co.
sys-em-

s

Standard Heating & Plumbing
Both 'Phones:

matic,

Co.
Colo., Red 284; Auto-

C71.

J. C. BALDRIDGE
NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
Always
PAPER
BUILDING
PAINT
Covers more, looks best, wears
Cem.at,
bime,
k
PlMter
longest, most economical, full
Doors,
ete
?ash
Glass,
Paint.
measure.
ALBUQUERQUE N. M.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.

SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE

AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

5
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ALICE BLUE AND PEARL

PAQI

TRIMMING FOR SHIRTWAISTS

NEW YORK FASHION LETTER:
New York, April 7. Next .u the
pown itself comes the question, b ..w
hall I trim It?" Hut thlf. s
ill s
offerings Is such a reeoiV-i- t
ikcr
i.t
fur beauty and novelty and i:in
prices that, all may lie served according tu llii'ir fancy nnd their purse;
there are the beautiful laces enibndd-Tle- s,
and handsome braids. According to the advices from Paris, the last
named trimmings, (braids), will be
used on all sorts of. materials from
the sheerest fabrics to the heaviest,
jind buttons are the usual uccompany-lneii- t.
The more handsome of these
braids have much gold and silver
showing in their weaves, and the use
of braids made entirely of gold and
ssilver is extremely popular. For some
colors, such as prey, fold Is very useful as It gives a touch of warmth to
am otherwise cold effect.
A handsome model
combining the
jjicy and gold color scheme was developed in chiffon satin cloth trimmed
In a basket weave braid having a gold
pattern worked upon It. The costume
was cut from the new model skirt and
bolero with empire epaulettes. The
nkirt Is seamed down the front in
the middle of the gore which turns
it
on each side where,
under a
darts are cut. The top of the gore Is
stitched over the side plaits below
Scanty close
which it hangs loose.
.gathers in two rows shapes the top
of the skirt, which Is very full at thu
bottom. Two rows of braid straps,
the upper shorter than the lower,
each terminating in a rosette, Is the
trimming about the lower edge of the
skin. The short Eton jacket In the
new style with the neck out to a V
In front and curved nt the turning of
the fronts. The middle of the front
Is an untrimmed panel fastening with
buttos under a flap. It has one seam
under the arm, is fitted at the top nnd
fullness where darts usually occur Is
gathered In a bunch to the waist line.
The back has a seam down the center and the side pieces under the
arms, and fits snugly to the figure
with skirt extending below the waist
it
1t is tunred
In a
In the
middlle of the back. The wide band
of llrald extends like a belt around
the waist from east side of the back
to each side of the front. The neck
outlined with white velvet bands narrowing to a point in front. A suggestion of the empire eqaulette Is seen
in the top of the sleeve which is
plain and has a strip of braid stitched
upon cloth inserted below the plain
poll ion an.l above the plaited fullness
of the sleeve. The bottom of the
sleeve is made with two foreward
turning plaits that meet on the outside under n rosette above the cuff.
cuff below Is piped and
The turned-ti- p
1 rimmed
around the middle with a
wide band of braid.
The smart spring costume trimmed
with braid, was of lige brown wool
k
zothyr having an
effect.
The short jacket had a rather short
Iiralded coat collar. Below this on
each side of the front extended narrow panels to which the fronts of the
(Jilt
coat were scantily gathered.
braid bordered the neck and bottom
of the coat and Its braided vest. The
vest is also embellished with another
sort of braid and buttons down the
front. Two braid ornaments decorate
each side of the coat fronts and similar ones adorn the cuffs.
The coat Is seamless except for one
down each side of the back near the
underarm. This seam is covered with
a braid deilgp coming to a front at
Ihe top. The back is fitted at the
top and plaited at the waist line under a strap and also an ornamental
braid design that meets the design
over the side seams. The skirt is
niai'.e with panels, each alternating
ore being heavily braided.
Mary Mat collars are to be worn,

which are elaborately braided; braid
lii.oultier f'trjps and cuffs are seen on
th"
f owns nnd braided belts
as veil: but It is on the vest nnd
p un Is that fne artist lavished his
skill : and ttrurly all vests have some
oet-iio-

sort of liraid decoration upon them.
When the (oat hag a vest the fronts
nre often allowed to swing opeu and
are made with loose fronts; and again
we have the roat that Is braided all
over, in which case the narrow widths
of soutache are most used. Skirts
..i..de with panels have a pattern of
braid upon them, or a cross pattern
about t'e bottom around big medallions of a larger size than those on
the sleeves.
length
Sleeves of three-quarthave a trimming of oval medallions
er

DRESS COSTUME

V

1

made of braM decorated with a narrow width in gold or silver.
The
cuff Is usually of some contrasting
color of materials as the vest and
A
trimmed with a similar braid decoration.
There are. two varieties of braid
that are most used than all others; the
straight braid and the
The
former Is woven in all sorts of pat
terns and with many colors, but in-- I
variably the edges are straight; and
I tls a fancy Just now to use
other
braids In combination with it. The
d
Is so called because of the
cord on one side by which it can be
drawn into all shapes and patterns,
and to the home' braider makes the
sewing on of braids an easy matter.
Hralds are usually the color of the
gown, although they have other colors
in their make up and a few are perfectly plain. Another fancy in the
use of braids are the Ivory rimmed boi
tons In which are braid centers of the
same color and weave as that uikiii
the dress.
Last week I saw a gown, black cashmere, trimmed with a straight edge
fancy weave braid having a silver
and the silver rimmed buttons
had braid centers showing the silver
design. Another dress, a grey plaid.
The only touch of an additional
hal a grey braid used In its decora- color t a beautiful g .wn of Alice blue
tion, but the Ivory rimmed buttons had Is that, given by the mo;aer
pearl
their centers made rf the dress ma- buttons, which ere set In solid gold
terial. Hoth styles give a very pleas- bands.
This frock is for Indoor wear and
is of lnndsdown cloth, the Kussmii
FOR AFTER LENT
lace, w.iki; handsomely trims It, having been dyed to the exact tone of the
fabric.
The y:ke about the hips Is ot tne
heavily wrou;.it Kut'slan lace, and the
XfS? sin
cloth is applied in deep shirrs. The
lace is the chief part of the corsage,
the plastron being of the plain material, while the same cloth Is used for
the lower portion of the sleeves and
the cap at the top of them. The upper puff Is of the lace.
Smart Rmall bows of velvet In a
drepcr blue hold the lace tucker in
place.
pull-bac-

pull-bral-

box-pla-

-

A simple but pretty deco'ation for
the serviceable shirtwaist
suit Is
formed by using stitching nnd buttons
of a shade entrusting to the materia.
of dress.
Ihe buttons may be chosen from
the many "fancy" varieties shown tn
the shops this season, or cy may be
marie by covering button-ljolewi.a
the material of dress and embroidering
with the same color of thread as that
used for stitching.
When colors are
carefully chosen the cffict Is very
pleasing.
The model shown Is of white linen
with tiny green dot, and the stitching
and buttons are of green.
s

MAUVE FOR THE BLONDE

mm'

STYLES FOR SPRING

tiw

PARIS

I

Koyal blue Is the coloring of a stunning costume for dress occasions.
Soft Messaline silk is the fabric
used in creating this gown. The all
pervading short waist ed effect is ob
tained in this dress by a little jacket
It is of lace, and is garnished wun
small smart Iwiws of old rose velvet.
The skirt Is the high princess, and
Is shaped with long pointed tabs which
are edged with a narrow oriental insertion.

DINNER DRESS

sections 12 and 13, township 7 north,
range 2
and sections 7 and 18,
township 7 north, range 3 east, and
lot 2, sections 12 and 13, township 7
north, raugo 2 east, and lot 2. sections 7 and 18. township 7 north,
range 3 east, of S. H. C. No. 1600.
He names the following witnesses
lo prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
tr.e township, viz:
I'lacldo Salazar y Ofero, of Albu
querque, N. M.; Jesus Salazar y Otero,
of peraLta, N. M.; Hlglnlo Chavez, of
I'eraita, N, M.; Jesus Garcia, of Al
buquerque, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial rea
son under tho laws and regulations
of the interior department why such
proof should not be allowed, will be
given an opportunity at the above
mentioned time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

Mil

i

"vhen the ashen days of Lent are
,;ver, this stunning costume of ecru
voile over apricot colored taffeta will
make an appeal for popularity.
The voile tones to a charming shade
from its contact with the apricot, and
this combination is formed into a long
princess.
The jacket is of Irish crochet, the
waistcoat being pleated chiffon. The
bodice is decorated with velvet straps
of the apricot hue, each of these being
held in place with rhinestone buttons.
To be worn with this dress is a
smart hat of black mohair.
ing finish to a dress. The rims can
be bought and the materials inserted
for you.
There are a number of pompadour
braids used, but on the whole if the
braid Is not of the color of tho gown
it Is more usually cf black or white
r one of these colors mixed with gold
or silver.
Soutache still holds its own and is
used extensively with other braids. It
is seen In fancy designs woven on the
surface of some wider flat braid, and
whole costumes are braided with it In
fancy patterns of the same color as
the gown.
A chic afternoon costume of French
broadcloth was profusely trimmed
with silk braid and crochet buttons.
The costume was made with one of
the new Etons cut on the most correct
lines, the peculiar feature being the
set-isections in the front and back.
A broad flat collar and revers In rancy
outline revealing a small vest at Ihe
cinter of the front having a V outline
r
The
at
the neck
sleeves by a noval arrangement of
cr 'Kb tuck had their fullm ss held In
d
place above the elbow. The
skirt was cut in fancy panel
tucked below the
nutlint and
knees the sides ate circular and the
back gore forms a double inverted
t vplail
It is not alone upon tae cloth gown
that braids are used, even the mulls
and chiffons have a trimming of gauz
braid which is very eft ctive. An organdy was ltely made wl'h several
deep frills about the full skirt, which
frills were dor rated with three narrow rows of silver braid. The outlines
of the yoke bertha, sb eve frills and
caps, also the girdle were trimmed in
the same way with many rows.
A very pretty gown of blue voile had
It.-- skirt
laid in plaits upon eaca of
v. as a large medallion of w hite
and silver silk pull-- l :ald. The waist
yoke uikiii
was made with a lao
the lower part
which was
of che Ii dice laol in tiny plaits. Outlining the yoke was a pattern of braid,
the same p.tt'ern eovning the cuff
above the narrow l.ire frill.-- , and the
tiny epaulet'. o'l 'he shoulder.
of
An a!'r icMe n caption ures
Whi'e
l'. ldchi;h in o in i'iini
s'yle. had i:s girdle i overed who
white ;ane I. raid, whi'e oil the skill
rin nr.fii ui the iio.- -'
ii..
ai.
w th an a!1
w itli
vv
i mi
!. . w

ie- costume
-
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CEASINQ

SUCCESS,
JWX

human

I

hearts)
AN IDOLIZED

STORY OF LIFE IN
THE ARKANSAS HILLS.

A

Presented With
CAREFULLY CHOSEN COMPANY.

Superb Scenic Sensations.
Marvelous Mechanical Magnitude.
Sen's e- - .r.!o at Matson's Thurs-

day,

;,.

,iiii

Prices

50c, 75c and $1

Chllo. : i

25c

ELKS THEATRE
TUES0AY.aPRIL

RONEYS
MARVELOUS

10th

BOYS

BOY SINGERS.

e

ea-st-

four-gore-

is of brown and
the labfic being of a
sinoo' - faced cloth in cream color.
a delicate
lornied by
tlw rile.
'Town.
Jhtl a
tw.- T.hi .io nine is the regulation
lie jacket ci niui,; well e.
pier,,
li)W the hi! s, the popular shape this
of
Tin.;
To
darls have
cea !rh: u. while the peeves
le.in:
have th ...iine decoration mm itpu.
the upjn ;mi;t:oii.
The jiii. trimming is effec i 'y
r
!;. and in each
UM.l II,' ii lie
.a.'.cloth is edged w i' !i
Manc-w it Ii
iroAii ,rat !. v, hii !i is
i am!
ruiitilnv; ihr ugh U U a
iiu.i
Ill ill!.:::;
Iiii' ' bread
The h .it worn wi ll this cost u:n.- is
of brow i. tint in lnad with a beauri-- .
till Idri
paradise In the- yellow
ones

NEVER

Under auspice of
ATHLETIC

SCHOOL

New Mexico, on May 10, 1906, viz:
Adelaida S. de Otero, for the lot 1. Matinee Price

three-quarte-

:ei-ri-

THE

March 29, 1906.

l'r ;vV, iW
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Notice Is hereby Riven that the following named claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final
proof in support cf his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3. 1S91 (20 Stats., 851), as amended
by the act of February' 21, 1893, (27
470), and that said proof will
bo made before tho United States
Court Commissioner at Albuquerque, HIGH

BROWN AND WHITE CHECKS

C

Announces

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Small Holding Claim No. 1600.)
Department of the Interior. United
States l and Office. Santa Fc, N. M

va

over-chec-

Tttls

7th

APRIL

MR. W. E. NANKEVILLE

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Small Holding Claim No. S4S.)
Department of the Interior, United
States Iind Office, Santa Ke, N. M.,
march 6, 13" ti.
Notice la hereby given that the following-named
claimant has filed notice of his Intention to make final
proof in Btipport of his claim under
Sections 10 and 17 of the act of
March 3, 1891 (26 Stata., 854). as
amended by the act of February 21,
1893 (27 Stats., 470), and that said
proof will be made before the U. S.
Court Commissioner at Albuquerque,
in. m., on April 14, 1906, viz:
Pilar
Vigil, for the Lot 1, Sec. 25. T. 7 N.,
U. 2 B., and in Sec. 30, T. 7 N., R. 3
K.. lot 2. Sees. 25 and 26. T. 7 N., It.
2 E., and Traot A in lot 3, In Sec. 35,
T. 7 N., r: 2 E., and Tract 13, lot 3,
Sec. 35. T. 7 N.t R. 2 E.. and Sec. 2.
T. 6 N.. R. 2 E.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the township, viz:
Edward F. Otero, of Albunueroue.
N. M.; Slsto Haco y Baca, of Albu
querque, N. M.; Mariano Vigil, of Albuquerque, N. M.; Placldo Salazar y
Otero, of Albuquerque, N. M.
Any person who desires to pro
test against the allowance of said
proof, or who knows of any substan
tial reason under the laws and regulations of the Interior Department
wny snc.i proof Rhould not no allowed
will be given an opportunity at the
time and place to
tne witnesses or said
claimant, and to offer evidence In
rebuttal of that submitted by claim
ant.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
cross-examin-

box-pla-

While

SATURDAY,

above-mention-

3

FROM DREARY

"

ELKS' THEATRE

HiMitlttUIDtl

k.

de-sle- n;

WILLING HELPERS.
What's the use of a helper, If
be Isn't willing? Willingness
an ample mantle which will al- most cover all the iins of serr- Ice. Hut a classified advertise-mem In The Evening Citizen Is a
willing helper that ia not only
a absolutely competent, but also Is
a willing worker. It worka au
the time for you. It la the best
and most economical publicity In
the worid.

THRU

handsome dinner dress tor the
f deep old
Master reason. Is
tinted eolienne, trimmed with
Irish laee and touched wiia pastel
blue velvet to give it distinction.
The tmpitv skirt roiiics hmh under
the liny jacket ami has p;on .... of narrow t Irking the entire lell
Vl.e
i s
'
i' - I'll)
of he si.
Hi.'l-- ;
bolero is of the Irish guipure, oxer was (la'ii.-.!
I'.'i'li r a 'iny band of
i.itt chiffon, and the lafer forms the b".id et.dit.
n Ibelow whb h.
guinipe.
I lie
a trill '
V.'lelici. '11.ice.
lei
The girdle is of th,. blue velvet, with ililtle: s ,i: lie II .. '.' - i' IV w lltllo
a : ilia
tltt bow knot below tae bust, a band. cry :;;i.' r.v l' - c.ili.ir o!
and i' tilde rows of the velvet with braid and la' e.
knots are on the .short pnff-'.i!t ' ! white
sleeves.
A
simp!,, fhir'-wa'sTie se end with a fall of 'ue Irls'i ( hull's was n,:.de t;..::i a niti gored
soiiiire.
mod. paving a cla.tif
lour tucks
A

atr
iv ry

t
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.
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PUBLICATION.
(Smali Holding Claim, No. 2072.)
Department of the Interior. United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
March 8. 1906.
Notice Is hereby given that the following named claimant has filed notice of his lutention to make final
proof In support of his claim, under
sections 16 and 17, of the act of March
3, 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893. (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
he made before the United States
commissioner at Albuquerque, N. M.,
on April 17, 1906, viz., Emillo Sanchez,
for the small holding claim No. 2072,
iu sections 24 and 25, township 7
north, range 2 east.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
tho township, viz:
Juan Sanchez y Apodaca, of Per-altN. M.; Edward F. Otero, of Al
buquerque, N. M.; Fernlnlo Perea, of
Peralta, N. M., and Manuel Alderete,
of Peral a. N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
cr who Knows of any substantial rea
son under tho laws and regulations
if the interior department, why such
proof should not be allowed, will he
given an opportunity at the above
mentioned time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted bv claimant.
NOTICE

Kor the delicately tinted
blonde
nothing is prettier than mauve. A
fair maid in her ISth year has a bewitching frock in this color. The material Is silk eonenne. The Ions, graceproduced upon the sleeves, the ribbon ful skirt is shirred, and about the
in each instance ending in smart re- hips are groups of pin tucks In wavy
sets.
lines.
The long ficeves are puffed the
t length
at each seam and an inverted
(f thein, being finished with
at the center of the back. The a narrow iu c : ilion pleated ruff. This
front panel was outlined, with a sim- is repeated at the throat. The Jacket
ile center in white ana silver braid. of this lostunie is heavily embroidered
The bodice wa.i a plain shirt-waiIn various tores of the mauve. This
louse closing at the centtr back, and is short at the waist and low at the
developed with a body lining. The throat, exposing the fulled eullenne.
sleeve was a one piece bishop model Tilt- ;:iiuie 14 llchly embroidered.
having a high cuff decorated with
braid, which also outlines a simulated DEWING ROBBER LOCATED
bolero n the waist and the high col
BY THE OFFICIALS.
lar is trimir.iil in a similar manner
who broke Into
robbers
One
the
if
Tie girdle wa.i of white and silver tiie store of II. Nordhaus
and
gauze finished with mother-of-pear- l
carried off a large amount of clothing,
buckle.
s. litis, ii. ckwiar. shoes and other arcatukkini: manx hayzant. ticles,
was captured by Sheriff 1). H.
city, and Frank
S'evei::.. of that
SKIPPED OUT OF LAS
Not ihaus. otic of the proprietors of
VEGAS BUT FORGETS 3ILLS. he
Hi Hleuer flew hi s kite last Sa' ur-Ti.e th.ef .sild s me of the articles
gas Oplic. It ,, ,i i. .an employed at the Santa Ke
day, says tin- higher than I! e.iuli stand and r.. !!,... i.u-- r, a mile W' St of town, and
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tiling
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for Denver. I' S'e .,1' s;eei;s scanhid the man and
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is to be regret;
.it circumstances
'., ;;i a i.ttip'.eie outfit of burglars'
were nut such
In could remain ii, ;, .a liU p (kits, consisting
of
'
r nnd squared
with us a v. !'
keys,
:'' ias. an electric bull.-eyHi
himself. Vi'
.;, ,i.,ih proves the man to be an
r urir !; r The robber refuses.
Rheumatism Make: Life Miserable.
name to the officers and
;.i
A happy home
most valuable
li'clil'.'S tu divl'llge the hiding
possesshiii that
..'hiu the nach i.'jm iP' the balance of the articles.'
i annot
mankind, but
enjoy Its
;f So.n- - helieies the man haJj
suffering from hi a c onpllcc.
comtVits if you .,
skipiied out
:ov asid.. busi-- i ,if!i :. rest ctwhoi hehasar'icles stolen!
rheumatism.
Y'.o
ness cares when
n'er your home triini be si. .re. The man is n .w in'
nd inn ran be
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a: a .:' inr ' :1.
hy
rheumatic rai:..
iipplving
i'alm.
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sale by all drii- ,..:
ivicl.T a severe cold w hile
,.
ir.;..:f in the fores' ivanip
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A dinner blouse to give a dressy air
to n dark skirt !.-- of fancy net.
Deep ecru Is the color of the lace,
while the liberty satin which forms
the tiny Jacket Is of the same tone.
The high shaped cuffs and snugly
fitting litdt are also of the satin. '
Yellow baby velvet is used on tho
heavier fabric, while ecru rlblion, shot
with bright gold, is laced through
Mechlin beading. Tae same effect is
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liatiildni, at tn-- parlors. No.
y'j West Railroad avenue, is pro
pared to give thorough scalp treat
mint, do hair dressing, treat corns,
bunions and Ingrowing nails. She
gives nuib.-sai'treat ue 'it and manicuring. Mrs. Ilauihiui's i.wn preparation
of complexion en am builds up the
shin and improves the complexion,
and is guaranteed not to be injuriprepares a hair tonic
ous. She
that cure and juevin's dandruff and
V.air falling out; r stores life to dead
hair; removes moles, warts and
ni'ts hair. Also a face powder, a
lrecl.le cure a''-- plir.pb' or.v and pile
cur". All of these p'.vparat i. lis are
urc'.y
compounds. ll.ivi?
a ihrator machine
just addi-for
t
fare, and cure of
nieni .f
wrluKh s. It is also used for rheuma-Mrs.
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Evening

... .
Concert ...

ASS'N.

25c
50c and 75c

Reserved seats on sale

at Matson's

D.5R.G.system
...SANTA

fTbRANCII...

Effective December JO, J 905
Eastbound.

Westbound.

No. 426.

Stations.

3:00 a m
4:25 a m
7:30 a iu
12:51 pm

No. 425.

Pueblo

Colo. Springs
Ar. Denver Lv.

Espanola

11:05 p m
9:40 p in
7:00 p ra
1:26 p m

3:30 pm
Barranca
11:36 p m
10:29pm
Servilleta
10:00pm
Tres Piedras
Antonlto
8:10 p m
8:30 p m
6:40. m
Alamosa
12:26 pm
2:llpm
Embudo
Trains stop at Embudo (or dinner
where good meals are served. '
')
Connections.
At Antonlto, for Durango, Silvertoi
and Intermediate points.
At Alamosa, for Denver, Pueblo and
intermediate points, via either the
standard gauge line via La veta Pass
or the narrow gauge via Sallda, mak
ing the entire trip in daylight and
passing through the FAMOUS ROYAL
GORGE.
Also for all points on the
Creeds branch.
a. !J. BARNEY, Traveling Freight
nnd I'assenger Axent.
S. K. HOOPER. O. P. A.,
Denver, Colo.

11:00am

3:00 p m
4:02 p in
4:32 p m
6:45 p m

Lv. Santa Fe Ar.

RAILROAD TIME TABLE
(In effect November 12, 1905.)
Eastbound.
No. 2, Atlantic Express, arrives 7:51
a. in., departs 8:25 a. m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited, arrives 11:6
p. in., departs 12:01 a. m.
No. 8, Chicago & Kansas City Express, arrives 0:45 p. m., depart
7:45 p. m.
No. 10, Chieacn Fast Mall. arrl?
6:50 a. in., departs 7:30 a. m.

Westbound.

No. 1, California Express, arrives 7:8
p. m., departs 8:15 p. m.
No. 3, California Limited, arrive
11:10 a. m., departs 11:20 a. m.
No. 7, Mexico & California Express.
arrives 10:43 p. m., departs 11:6.
No. y. Fast Mall, arrives 11:35 p. m.
No. 9, Mexico
p. in.

Southbound.
Express, departs

Local freight
bound, depart

train.
at

5

12:11

No. 99, southa. tu., and car-

ries passengers.
Arrives From South.
No. 10, Mexico Express, arrives 1:60
a. m.
No. 10 makes all local stops

east of
Albuquerque.
No. 1 runs direct to Los Angeles.
No. 7 runs direct to San Francisco.
No. 3 runs direct to Los Angeles and
San Francisco.
All train dally.
T. E. PURDY. Ageet.
MERCHANT

TAILORING

UPSTAIRS.

OVER NO. 209 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAMBINI, PROPRIETOK.

My merc.isnt tailoring step U upstairs over No. "on West Railroad avenue, where I solicit the patronage oC
EXPERT CHEF AT THE WHITE the public. All work r uarauteed first
cladi, as I have bad fifteen years' e
ELEPHANT WILL SERVE A
LUNCH FROM 11 TO 2:30 perleni'e in the business. Suits mads
to order. C'lotnes cleaned, pressed and
DAILY.
repaired. The pecific I use will not
Accidents will happen, but the
lcjure the cloth. Ladies' garment
r. Thomas' also cleaned and walking skirts made)
families Keep
Electric Oil fur such emergencies. It to order. Give me a trial.
subdues the pain and heals tho hurts.
O. BAMBINI.
1;

m, pa li.s and mas ai;e.
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Electricity For FEinmncrsnt
Chicago,
May
federal povertum

' There are several unusual features

In

tills particular

pro-

posal.
One Is that the (larden City scheme will be the
Rovernmrnt's first effort to develop water for Irrigation
by means of pumping. The e:eni iin purpose is (lie development or recovery of th'', underflow known to exist
In the deep gravels of the Arkansas Valley. This develAnother
opment Is to he executively by pumping.
peculiar feature Is that this pumping must bo by elec-

tricity.

The government plan, and the one on which bids
bo made, contemplates the sinking of a number of
wells In the area from which the water Is to be pumped,
tho wells being scattered a distance of five miles. The
water from these wells will bo discharged Into a collecting conduit. However, the power will be generated at a
single station and be conveyed to the different wells by
wire. The station will be situated on the railroad for
convenience and cheapness In getting fuel.,
The success of this government project and on
that point there is no possibility of doubt will mean
Jike plants, but of private ownership, In other parts of
west Kansas, in eastern Colorado, In New Mexico In a
word. In all the arid valley and low mesa lands east of
the Rocky Mountains. This Is evident from the fact
that applications for water, under the Harden City
Ject have already reached the extent of more than 12.fn)0
acres.
One application of the foregoing facts, which must
impress every reader. Is the growing use of electricity
in farm life. Back In the central states electric car lines
re- permeating every Important rural district.
With
these lines are going free rural delivery taking the daily
paper, telephones connecting the farmer homes among
towns,
themselves and all of them with the near-b- y
electric lights to illumine the rural residences, and
electric power for pumping water, running the churn
and sewing machine, the feed cutter and the grain
grinder, the milk separator and the threshing machine,
the gang plow and the harvester. In fact, all the power
needed In a closely cultivated rural community can be
town; for the power house
ecured from the near-b- y
which furnishes the electricity to drive the cars, can
supply the electricity for telephone, for lights and for
all the power, even to Irrigation, which the farmer may
need.
Albuquerque Is especially well located for all these
purposes, and It requires no eye of a prophet to see tne
time prolably less than a dozen years when trolley
lines will be running up and down the valley and out
over tne mesa, and the same poles which bear the troUey
"will bear the wires carrying light and sound and power
to farming communities so densely populated as to differ but ellghtly from the suburbs of the city Itself. 'Ae
more fully Albuquerque rallzes her possibilities and the
more effectually and earnestly she labors to change
these possibilities Into actualities, the sooner will these
things lie, with all the marvelous benefits accruing from
them.
mlW

Dowie

aircidl

His Followers

Miles of sermons, and very gtxxl sermons, too, can
be written on the downfall of John Alexander Dowie.
He is now a member of the "down and out" club. In good
Btanding. His fail was inevitable. Tint what about the
gullabillty of the public? Any fakir can get a following. All that is needed is plenty of whiskers and shouting, with frequent requests for collections. If, tomorrow, an Elijah III should arise und ask for followers to
tart for the New Jerusalem in a rickety air ship, people would be found lined up waiting for a chance to get

aboard, and paying fat premiums for tickets.' Anything
preposterous attracts. The wilder the better, the crazier
the more popular.
Men and women strip themselves of money and
jewels and hand the same over to tile bunch of whiskers
and greed at the head of the procession, and when they
wake up and are compelled to borrow' car fare to get
back home, the lesson of their sorrow doesn't amount to
shucks, for there are others waiting to be shorn. I'hineas
T. Barnum declared that there was a fool born each
minute. He was a good showman, but bail at figures.
There are so many fools that his estimate looks like a
chapter In race suicide. And Dowie? He made a mistake In not carrying his talents to Wall street. The
harvest, perhaps, would not have been greater, but he
could have kept the money right in the bin and been
hailed for a financial genius instead of a burst prophet.

Railway Ratte Bill
Except
the principle of government

that
rates is established

by the pending
bill, the measure

"Don't be a parlor cir, young man," a college presi"He the engine, the
s:iid to a class of his boys.
inotivo force." It is a fine metaphor. A parlor car existence s,vms much nicer than that of an engine. It
means luxury and smooth running. And the pai'lor car
sto get just its far along the track as the engine
does. Hut unless a young man has his own motive power
within, he Is a creature of circumstances, never master
of them. He Is a drag, when he ought to be a force.
When first the young man becomes conscious of the
growing power wMhln him, when he begins to feel the
thrill and exultant glow that come with successful effort, when ho sees that he Is commencing to conn! for
something among his fellows, then he Is
with the most Important issue of his life, lie must decide whether be will be a power for good or a power for
evil. Will he run relentlessly over the weak and crush
them bleeding beneath him? Will he allow the passion
Urn to control him until be becomes so
of money-get- t
intoxicated with the game of amassing wealth l.ia' he
takes risks which involve disaster, shame and death?
Will he become the commercial tyrant who holds the
natural resources of tho earth and comers the necessities
of life, while the poor and helpless cry for bread? Will
ho become the despot who heeds no laws but his own?
Or will he choose to wield that mighty force within him
for good? Will he call all men brothers? Will he send
mental handshakes to the needy and fallen whom he
cannot reach with a grasp in the flesh? Will hv fight
in the cause of humanity, scattering love and encouragement and good cheer as he goes?
Power makes a man a god or a devil. Which he will
be he must choose for himself. When Jenny Und sang
In the streets for charity's sake, her song thrilled and
swayed the people by its enchanting power as the loud
shouting of a big boss has never done. It was the melodious unfolding, of a beautiful spirit, and the fuec3 of her
hearers smiled and quivered und glowed as she lifted
their Souls up out of their sorrows, out of their selfishness, out of themselves. When showered with compliments because of her wonderful gift she said with the
modesty of a child: "Isn't It nice I can sing so?"
Will the man who has the' engine power use ! to
help others, to bring sunshine Into the lives of tho oppressed and sorrow-stricketo give freely of the richness of his own strength? It is not enough, young man,
merely that you be an engine. Unless you pull for right
and humanity, you are not worthy of your power.
dent

will
28, at
the
On
s
open lilds for the Garden City, Kim., Irrl.ua! Inn project.

control of

a year ago

would have been regarded as exceedingly conservative.
It does not authorize the government to go Into the general rate fixing business; It dons not give the government power to adjust differentials between rival commercial localities; It does not legislate any broad general principles of rato making. Hut it does establish
the principles of government control over railroad rates.
Besides this there are many Important provisions in
toe pending rate bill which have been entirely lost to
itew in the great interest which has cenerted on the
"court review" amendments. There is the publicity feature one of the most Important which provides for a
system of Inspection of the books by government agents
to discover whether rebates are being given. Another
provision brings storage elevators under the control of
the commission. Another relates to the right of feeder
roads to use the terminals of trunk lines to enter large
commercial centers. Still another is the new control to
be provided for the private cur lines, such as are maintained by Armour, Swift, Rockefeller and ot tiers, other
pending amendments raise many other questions.
Chicago offices report an increased
Denver News:
Interest In farming lands, ranging all the way from
in distant Canada, to the
mesas of the
Mexican border, soon to respond to the enriching flow of
water from the Vtiina dam and oilier irrigation projects
which will rend-- r the existence of deserts a thing ol
the past. Montana, Idaho, I'tah, Wyoming. Color.ido,
New Mexico, Kansas and Nebraska are showing In the
land revival, j In this connection much should be credited
to the Campbell system of moisture eonsei vaiion, erroneously termed "dry fanning ." Then- - is no such thing as
"dry farming," but the fact that greater quantities of
moisture are wasted every year, through ignorance is
now generally admitted. This admission prepares the
way for the Campbell and other systems of water saving
and water application.
Cul-fcar-
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Within fifty years in the time of hundreds of thousands of men yet living the telegraph has passed from
a lov into one of the greatest of the world's Institutions.
The fiftieth anniversary of the Western Union fell on

,

April 4.
So necessary

has the telegraph become as an instrument and a force in modern civilization that it is
almost impossible to realize that up to a
ago the world got along without, it. Fifty years make a
short thread in the history of the world, yet the last
fifty years have brought more marvelous progress than
any previous ten centuries, and the very heart of this
progress has been the telegraph. Modern men may laugh
at the query of Job "Canst Thou send the lightnings
to give me answer?" for today the answer "Yes!" is
flashed around the earth as quick as thought.
It was on April 4, 18(13, that the Western Nnion charter Ava granted by the New York legislature. At the
beginning it was a local concern, with 5,10 miles of wire.
It acquired entrance into New York City and Philadelphia in 18fi3. In lStJG it had become a national, controlling company, with over 75,500 miles of wire, Today it is
a giant corporation, with a mileage In wires of 1,184,4,57,
and with a history that is a veritable romance of expansion, extension and consolidation.
The history of
the Western Union is by no means the history of telegraphy complete. In 1851 there were 50 telegraph companies In the United States. In l'MHI there are two the
Western Union and the Postal. There is no denying that
cosolidatlon has eotrihutcd immeasureably to the promotion of tho telegraph service. The average toll per message in IStlfi was $1.04; it was 31, cents In litOa.
But this is not all that Is to be said upon the subject of telegraph consolidation. While the Western
Union was training for its giant pace in 1S70, Great
Britain turned its telegraph Into a government and postal institution.
Consolidation was the word on both
sides of the Atlantic, but the methods were vastly different. The average toll for a message iu Great Britain
today is only l.' cents. The United States has built up a
gigantic corporation privately owned. England has built
up a gigantic public Institution.
The people of thts
country pay 31. tl cents per message, which has not diminished in twenty years, in order to pile up a profit
of $7,188,0(14 a year for a corporation. England pays 15
cents a message, and the proht goes into the nation's
, re a Miry.
healf-centu-
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Easy Grown Flowers
For Amateur Garden
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Burglars
and give the
in Alameda,
scription of
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St. Jchr.'s Episcopal Church Located nl the i orncr of Fourth street and
Silver avenue. Holy communion at
7:.Id n. m. Sunday school nt lu a. m.
Morning piaycr and sermon at 11 a.
levelling prayer anil sermon nt
ni.
p.

in.

AH

Harrison, lector.

seats fnv.

Thoroughly' Absorbent
Absolutely Hycenic

A. (J.

O
Holden Mission Corner of Kighth
street and .Mountain road. Sunday
school Rt ;l p. 111. At the close of the
school, preaching by Pastor McNeil.
Ladles' circle, Wednesday at 3 p. m.
Prayer meeting Thursday at 7:45 p.
at 3
in. Sewing sch.ad Saturday,
p.m.

Christian Churcn Northwest corner of Gold avenue and Broadway.
Preaching at 11 a. m. and 7:30 p. m.
by the minister, Ernest G. Crawford.
Christian Endeavor at 0:45 p. m. On
Wednesday evening at 7:45 Rev. H. H.
Monlnger, of Cincinnati, one of the
finest specialists in Sunday school
work, will deliver an address, to which
the public is cordially Invited.

fop

First Methodist Episcopal Church
Kev. j. c. Rollins, I). D., pastor. Sun
day schoil at 9:45 a. m. Morning
worship at 11 a. in., with sermon by
the pastor. This is Palm Sunday and
will be appropriately observed. Theme
for the morning, "Who Is This?" Spe
clal music. Mr. Beane will sing
"Palm Branches." by Faure. Epworth
at t:30 p. m., Mrs. Frank
Bowyer, leader. Evening worship at
7:30.
The pastor will preach. The
public is cordially invited and stran
gers made welcome to all services
The church is located on the corner of
Lead avenue
Third street
....... and South
a ...
i ue rsroun i noon ot bl. raul
is requested to meet at 2 o'clock in the
Sunday school
room to attend the
funeral of Mrs. Gunsul, in a body.
Baptist Church Sunday school at
9:50. Preaching by Pastor McNeil at
11 a. ni.
Special music Sunday as fol-

,

Children

It's .i luxury to wear such well cut, well
made and handsome clothing as we sell
from the celebrated WASHINGTON

Summer Underwear, Fancy Shirts, Fancy Hosiery & Neckwear
"

'"""""'"

Not'AN'OUNCt

Highland Methodist Church Rev. J
Sollle, pastor. Preaching at 11 a.
pastor.
Subject, "Soul
in. by the
Prosperity."
Sunday school at 9:45
a. m., J. D. Emmons, superintendent.
Junior League at 3 p. m., Mrs. Bixler
president. Senior League at 7 p. m.,
Rev. A. E. Robinson, president.
No
preaching in the evening, but will
worship In the Congregational church
Strangers welcomed.

First Presbyterian Church Services
tomorrow in Elks' opera house. Sun
day school at 9:43 a. m. Public wpr
ship at 11 a. in. and 7:30 p. m., con
ducted by Rev. Warner H. DuBose.
Junior Christian Endeavor at 3 p. ni.
Christian Endeavor at 6:45 p. m. Rev.
Hugh A. Cooper, the pastor of the
church, will return next week and
take charge of his church on April 15.
All strangers are most cordially invit
ed to attend the services or the church
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Are all in and we never had such
a fine line as we're carrying this spriti"

OF COTTON'IN

thkiCaiimcnts-yjtctaiMrowuwFRODuc-

DOublYheTporobity.and-wcarinqTqualit-

FINE CLOTHING AND FURNISHINGS
Nettleton Fine Shoes
Dunlap Hats

Of NVMttH UNDERWEAR
IN THE MARKET

ASK'.VOUR DEALER FOR

FLAXALL

Policy f HM s Store

I Ufa
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is to clean up stock
once yearly and open
season with new goods.
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Organ Prelude, for Palm Sunday..
Whitney
Mrs. Uideon.
Trio Be Thou, O God, Exalted
Mercalante
Mesdarffles Gibbs, Cains, and Mr. T.
Y, Maynard.
Organ Offertory Nocturne, Op. fi,
No. 1
Russell King Miller
Solo Palm Branches
J. Faure
Mrs. Martha Brown-OihOrgan Postlude
Wagner
prayer meeting at t!:30 p. m sharp.
No services at 7:30 p. ni., as we accept
Invitation to Congregational
church.
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Not only means the
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best shoes but it stands
equally for honest
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shoes.
0
X

:rJ

i

j V
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Our window display will
give you an inkling of the

0

carefully inspect the shoes
themselves. We feel confident that if you are a man
who wants the best money
can buy we will have your
trade.

fi

shapes that stylish dressers
will wear, but come in and

Script lire Lesson Psalm 94.
Trio. ".t Eventide It Shall Be
Light," Gaul, by Miss Campfield, Mrs.
Arters and Mrs. Washburn.
Sermon
Rev. Warren F. Day. pas
tor of the First
Congregational
church. Los Angeles. Cal.
Act of Dedication Rev. W. F. Day.
Prayer of Dedication Dr. Kines- -

i

z

-x- -x-

0
pairs men's fine shoes
1000 pairs women's fine shoes
0
lOOOjairs misses' and children's fine 0

Solo "These Are They," from t lie
"Holy City," Gaul, Miss Ada Camp-Held- .

i

o

3000

lary.

Organ Postlude "War March of
the Priests."
Evening services at 7:3d, with the
0000XXX)XXXX0XXXXXXOCKXKXX
following exercises:
Organ Prelude Offertory.
The beginner should try to grow a few varities of
Hymn 183.
flowers and learn their habits thoroughly, for in thorScripture Lesson.
oughness lies success.
He should not construct a garSolo.
den in fancy out of the highly colored plates in a seed
Prayer Rev. J. W. McNt il, or the
catalogue and expect to produce it in reality. But lie Baptist
church.
should choose his plants with regard to the place lie will
Ant hem -- Jubllati Deo," W. C. Wil
gtow them, and study their needs carefully.
limns, i;uartet.
Si mi ni
There is a wealth to choose from. For early spring
Rev. Warren F. Day, of
Los Angeles.
flowers, for instance, there are the bulbs of tulips. JonSolo "Lead. Kindly Light." Cirro
quils, narcissi. hjcinihs, crocuses, snowdrops and squills,
li is best to plant them in the fall, then as soon as Pinsiri, by Mrs. Washburn.
Hymn :!!!), "Forever With the lird,"
spring begins they begin to bloom and produce a sur-- I
Harry Billiard.
'sing amount of color. The crocuses, snowdrops and by Organ
may be planted in the lawn and mowed down, for GolllKi.l Postlude March P 'iitillcale,
they flower v y early and w ill continue to bloom for
is organist
Mi. Raymond
several years Jonquils and narcissi may also be bit in and Mr. Washburn chorister. A corshrubbery or in Kniss where they are not cut. and they dial
nation is given to all to hear
will bloom many wars. The bulbs may also be planted I'r. W. p. Day, one of the most brilliant
in the early sluing.
akers of California, and to en-J:aelalxiratu musical program
Few persons are acquainted wjtli the merits of the
.1
for both services.
aalllardi, or blanket flower, which is a hardy perennial hi'1'!
and blooms in the summer in great profusion. It Is
IF
YOU
WANT TO ENJOY A
about a foi high and has good, stems for cutting.
For GOOD SUNDAY
DINNER, PATRONan old fasliioui d garden the hvbrlda of French marigolds IZE THE REGULAR
FIFTY-CENand zinnias, larkspur and fringed petunias tire beautiful SUNDAY DINNER AT ZEIGER'S
and furnish a wealth of bloom for cutting.
RESTAURANT TOMORROW.
Itoses grown lor the market in the open ground
itiK d;iif In oyt'let or shadow.
ought, if possible, to be planted while dormant.
To
lift a plant alter growth begins is to give It a check so Wr Vi-- . liavo the material to make
Wilson, 224 West jol. ave- severe that it will be a long time ir recovering from it. lli
III! '
Therefore, planting early In the up ing, before growth
begins, or in autumn, alter it ceases, is advised. For
A GASTRONOMICAL
TREAT WILL
the hardier kinds, such as the June flowering sorts and BE SERVED DAILY AT THE WHITE
prefELEPHANT
the hybrid perpctuals.
MERCHANTS' LUNCH
consider autumn planting
erable. The verv lender Kinds can be held in reserve FROM 11 TO 2:30.
IT
for spring planting.
'
'
t exeilinK
t,. taUe
event
l,;'l
cli ction iM to I.,.
'if
Worse Yt.
oneert April In. Malinee
"No." said tho returned explorer, "you can't imagine an.
anything like the gloom of the Arctic wilderness in the
A GASTRONOMICAL
TREAT WILL
depths of winter- - "
BE SERVED DAILY AT THE
WHITE
"Oil! I don't know." interrupt el Penn. "I attended a
ELEPHANT
MERCHANTS' LUNCH
Gang' commit ice meeting ,,e other day."
pRCM 11 TO 2:30.

J

Z.

Congregational Church located on
Broadway, at the end of the viaduct.
Rev. J. W. Barron, pastor. Sunday
school at 9:45 a. m. Morning service
at 11 o'clock, at which the following
program will be rendered:
Organ
Prelude Grand Offertory,
Thayer.
Holy Temple Choir.
Doxology,
with Invocation
and
Lord's Prayer.
Gloria Choir and congregation.
Resp nsive Reading The Sam Hi-

burv.
Hymn and Benediction.

o

0

h

,

Iu ten different streets in Paris there are as many
different fountains, where for a penny you may buy
twenty-tw- o
gallons of water or till your bucket for a
centime, the tenth of a penny.

1906.

We are ready for the season with everything
that's good and everything that
is correct.

(" n. m.

day si iiool at

0
0
o:

0
0
r
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SHOE STORE
121 Railroad Ave.

Wm. CHAPLIN

o

f

0

s.

i

Brunswick

Albuquerque
0
T

0

BILLIARD

q

POOL

&

Parlors

M.

To-

Horses
BEST

Second street, Barnett Building.

and

bought
changee.

Mules

TURNOUTS

and

IS THE

ex-

CITY

Second street, between Railroad and
Copper avenues.

WorRs

JEMEZ HOT

F. 8. HOPPING, Proprietor

South Second Street
large shipment of
Cleveland, Rambler, Columbia, and
Repairing of all
Tribune Bicycles.
kinds. Before buying give us a call,

EAKIN,

LIVERY, SALE FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES

Proprietor,

Novelty

&.

0
1

a

ij
i

Wholesale liquor and Ci'ar Dealers

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

Gussaroff

Albuquerque

Machine Works

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. WTiIskles, Moet A
Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schlltz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue ard
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South First
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

The finest place Iu the city to
spend your Idle hours.
Best brands of Cigars and
bacco always on hand.

Foundry and

? P. HALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars;
haftlin.
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for
Buildings.
Repair on Mining ana Mill Machinery a Specialty
Foundry east Bide of railroad t'.ack.
Albiqnerqae, n. X.

MELIN I

atsLLGsnacM

I

who have a dog to keep watch for them
alarm when danger apioaches are operating
Cal., with success. The police have a dethe dog.

r,

ooo

Christian Science Services nt 11
o'clock In the Woman's club rooms of
Commercial Club building, corner of
Fourth strict and Gobi avenue. Sun-

t

The A'all Street Journal says that the I'nited Suites
Steel, In the last two weeks, has booked orders for
2,0(10,000 tons of steel rails, with orders for l.iiiiii.ihiu
tons more pending. The rail luillH have already sold
the limit of their capacity for the year. The new business for March In structural steel exceeded loo.OnO 1ons
and the pending business in New York City alone
a quarter of a million tons more. This certainly
means an active year, and an output that will equal, it
not excel, that of last year.

Saturday, april

ff! hurches

Advice to

The Citizen Publishing Company

W. 8. STRICKLER

CITIZEN.

EVEN' 1 KG

321

SPRINGS

STAGE LINE

0. W. Strong's Sons
STRONG BLOCK.

UNDERTAKERS
Fairvlew
Superintendents
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

and

Carries the United States mall;
MONUMENTS
only line with a change of stock en
route; good rigs, horses and drivers,
201-2N. Second St.. Both Phones.
rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday
Wednesday and Friday at 5 a. m. Foi
particulars, address W. L. Trimble m
Subscribe for The Citizen i.nd get Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J
A Cl lzen want ad will get the busiB. BLOCK, Proprietor, Perea. N. M
ness. Try one.
the news.

Just received,

i

SATURDAY, APRIL 7,

WIND DEMOLISHES
A

--

A

Pacifico

PROF. JORDAN

?AQZ FIVE.

BERNALILLO COUNTY
ASSESSOR CASE

NEXT IN LINE!

IS DEVOTED

Y.M.C.A. BUILDING

B.

MEAT MARKET AND

'MORNING SESSION

NOW WORK FOR

MEAT MARKET

Scatters Adobe House Over
Surrounding Neighbor-hood--

LOSES

EVENING CITIZEN.

ALBUQUERQUE

1906.

JUST RECEIVED

Abbott in
Meeting to Be Held at the To the Reading of Papers by For a Position in the Public Submitted to Judge
Another Form and Now
Schools of Bernalillo
Pr6f. J. E. Clark and
Public Library on MonUnder Advisement.
County.
Rev. J. H. Barron.
day Evening.

HOME ORGANIZATION

TO BE

PERFECTS

ASS0CIA1ION

h

STILL

SESSION

IN

OF

ONE

FARk'S JOKES CASES

EDWAXD

A LARGE CONSIGNMENT OF

rugs ;u;d carpets

ARRAIGNED

After setting four cases on the
The New Mexico Association ot
E.l Fair, the Albuquerque buyer of
docket tills morning, nnd arCongrecationtil churches nnd Mission stock for the Farr meat market, is in criminal
raigning a number of
prisoners,
tied this morning at Phoenix. Ariz., and, according to the Judge
teachers
Abbott took up the case of F.
'J
Congregational Republican, he related n funny thing A.
o'ciock. in the
Hubbell vs. George F. Albright and
church. Owing to the absence of Hev. which has perhaps never before got .1. M.
The Latest Designs and Colorings.
Sandoval, wherein the plaintiff
Aloyer, Itev. Heald of
Albuquerque Into the papers. It was In connection
responsito
of
tiny
relieved
seeks
be
county
delivered the devotional sermon last with the superintendent of the
disbursement
evening, followed by Hev. Dr. Charles schools, whose Information of affairs, bility whatever ofIn theBernallio
counthe
of commissions
H. Small of Cleveland. ().. who, tak
outside of his own bailiwick, was not ty
assessor for the years lilu.l and
ing his text from a passage in the very extensive.
The
One day, said Mr. Farr, Dr. David 1904, amounting to $4.515.3i.
works of John Kuskln, deicred a
to the arguments and
forceful and brilliant sermon, which Starr Jordan, the head of Stanford. court listened
was heard by a largo congregation, University, was laid out in Allmquer took the case under advisement.
ULMMUBmiumuKamt
This Is the old Bernalillo county asdespite the Inclemency of the weather. que, by a deranged train schedule,
in
up
litigation,
bobbing
office
sessor
Dr. Small Is one of the strong men and he naturally sought to employ his
commissioners isof Cleveland, and his sermon last time in an investigation of the edu- - another form. The
sued a warrant, on tho treasurer for
ational condition In the city.
evening was a brlirinnt effort.
He asked the way to the court house the amount to Albright and issued
This morning, at 9 o clock, after
order for the same commissions
the business of the organization had and asked to be presented to the an Sandoval,
and now the treasurer
That to
been transacted, at which time Kev. county school superintendent.
any responDay of Ijoa Angeles, Rev. Kingsbury functionary, who was busy when Dr. seeks to be relieved of
sibility or litigation that might be
of Salt I.ake, Utah, nnd Rev. Craw Jordan announced his name and posi
Kaplan, of this tion, told him that there were Just raised hy the money being paid on
ford
and Rabbi
city, were elected honorary mem- then no vacancies In the county school either tho warrant or the order, by
the same Into the court to be
bers of the association. lYofessor work but If he would leave his ad- paying
paid In turn by the court to the proper
J. E. Clark, superintendent of city dress, he would Inform him as soon. as official.
The court has now under adschools, read a paper on "What May he could do anything for him. Dr.
visement whether or not it shall unthe Public Schools Expect From the Jordan replied that a letter addressed dertake
Are the pride of the home and tho charm of the city. We have the kind
the responsibility, which the
Church," followed by a paper reply- to him at Palo Alto, Cal., would i.o
plaintiff In the case desires to lie free
of lawn supplies that will keep your lawn fresh and green.
ing to Prof. Clark's effort, on "What doubt reach him.
This Is the same superintendent of from.
May the Church Expect From the
.
If
Public Schools," read by Rev. J. H. whom another story, perhaps a fanci
larceny
charged
with
Jones,
Frank
E0o
Bever-IdgShovels
unit Mn
e
Barron, pastor of the Congregational ful one, was told by Senator
for Monday, April St.
Hakes
35c and up
after his hurried tour of the two of shop, set Sarraclno,
church In Albuquerque, after which a
charged
with
ftllhltnr
14a
Kumaldo
Ifnna
general discussion of the
points territories three years ngo. He said
a person, being armed, set
, ,...IUO
v.uniiii nose
jry-jbrought out by the two papers was that In a conversation with the su- insulting
K7
in.
1'awn Settees
$2.50
indulged In, thA discussion lasting un- perintendent, after having discovered for Tuesday, Aprilycharged
with larAndres Trujlllo.
t
IlL'
til noon, and crowding out the paper his general lack of information he ceny
April
Tuesday,
for
cow,
set
a
of
niiruiKierg ana mosb Menoers.
' LKi'iif
on "Mission School Work In New asked him if he knew Columbus. The
Mexico," that, according to program, superintendent replied that he knew 10.
OFFICIAL GARBAGE CANS...
charged
Vigil,
Candldo
N.
and
Duran
He had
was to have leen read at the morning him only by reputation.
SI and S1.2S
never met him personally. The sen with assaulting with deadly werpon,
session by Mrs. Colllngs.
. .
.
.....
:
n.i
WBIH5IWi to- an pan or CHJr
At the morning session, Rev. Dr. J. ator then told him that Columbus was set for Monday, April 9.
D. Kingsbury of S.Tlt I.ake City, Utah, dead, whereupon
the superintendent
Prisoner Arraigned.
expressed mingled surprise and re
was elected moderator for the ensu18 GOLD AVENUE
Colo., Phone B.68
Richard Brlggs, who plead not
ing year, and a secretary for the gret.
arraigned,
Thursday,
when
guilty
on
session was also elected.
HOME
SUPPLY
COMPANY
changed his mind, during the time
This afternoon two excellent papers, w. M. WORTMAN TAKES
which intervened, and this morning,
one on "Do We Need Any Reform In
CHARGE OF THE CASINO plead guilty. Brlggs Is the Pullthe Method and Instruction of the
man porter, who, some seven months
Sunday School?" by Prof. C E. Hod-gi- n
ago, injudiciously struck Hon. Alex
THERE WON'T BE NO BUTT
of the University of New Mexico, FOR THE COMING SUMMER SEA Bowie of Gallup, at the local station,
ana tne other on ."Education As a
SON TH E TRACTION PARK CA- for no other reason than because Mr.
Necessary Basis for Higher Religious
SINO TO BE A COMBINATION Bowie happened to allow some maps
For the "kid" who apes his elders in
Ideals," by Dr. W. G. Tight, president
HOUSE.
up against the
fondnfess tor emoking, if the cigar
to
brush
carried
he
Mexico,
fol
New
of the University of
neirrn'a leirs. Brings has been In Jail
smoked la a Wfolte Lily. You see the
lowing the devotional services held hy
W. M. Wort man, recently, manager, slnce Bhortlv after the offense was
White Lily Is so good 11 the war,
Rev. Bullarn, were read, a general of amusement parks at Pueblo, Colo., K)mTOntpd.
,
discussion of the two papers by all and El Paso, Texas, is in the city, i nni Vernon, charged with bur- through, clear to toe last
present follow ing. ...
making arrangements for the opening ' ciarv nn,i larcenv of shop, who, on
is loath to throw even
smoker
that
its
The discussions were limited as to of the Casino at Traction park this i,i,11T arraigned on Thursday, plead
g
tothat little hit of fine,
time, and at 4 o'clock, Rev. Kings summer.
ot imlltv todav withdrew thrt above
away. Try a White Lily and
bacco
bury
on
a
lecture
delivered
brilliant
Colonel
W.
Traction
Ritllty
Greer
of
the
II.
of
a
plea
pi,n and entered
DARING LAWBREAKER
A. J. McKay.
Homo Missionary Problems." thnt company, has turned the entire man- you'll know yourself.
George Holmes nnd James F Don- A. J. McKay, aged 35 years, a
was cRrefully followed by thoso pres agenn nt of the Casino over 13 Mr. 'aline,
NIGHT
LAST
CAPTURED
were
forgery,
charged
with
of Scotland. South Dakota, die;', at
ent. This wound up the business of
and as that gentleman is raigned this morning and plead not
2:30 o'clock, yesterday aftornoon, up
the association for today.
n thomtlnli thentrlcnl ninn . psncelnllv
fftrireil
ti..l....a
J UUln...
IV.
riuimin a.l I u
on the steps of St. Joseph's hospital. POLICE OFFICER MAKES ARREST
Tomorrow morning Sunday school
a telegram to secure transportation
FIRST
ARREST IN THREE will be hold at 9M5 o'clock hy Sup- - versed In the management of summer
just after alighting from a carriage
1132 WEST RAILROAD AVENUL
and park amusements. It is safe to say
Albuquerque and San Mar-cia- l.
DAYS STORY OF DARING
in which he had ridden from his
rintendent C. E. Hodgln. followed by that Albuquerqtieans will be served between
trim
Jury
three
found
grand
The
apartments in this city to the hosthe dedication at 11 o'clock, of the with littler attractions this summer bills against them.
pital. Deceased had been here but
Congregational church's new pipe or than any previous summer.
Tranquillno Sedlllo, charged with
He was a native, O. Martinez, by gan,
three weeks and was a sufferer from name,
which was heard last Thursday
The Casino the coming summer will unlawfully touching a house nnd
and he was wandering down evening,
the dread white plague, but had not
Finest Whiskies
for the first time, at the or
a combination house, playing a di- threatening a house, plead not guilty
been afflicted very long and was still South First street, hand in hand with gan recital given In the church. Fol be
j
un-versity
will
The
of
attractions that
glorious ja that painted the sur lowing this ceremony Rev. Dr.
when arraigned this forenoon.
in fairly good health, considering the
Charles
Wines, Brandies. Etc.
meet all requirements and case was not set. Sedlllo attempted
disease. As no autopsy was maue the rounding landscape in roseate colors Small of Cleveland, O., will deliver doubtedly
theater-goers- .
please
manner
all
cf
BARNETT, Prop'r.
to kick In the door of a house occu- 6 JOSEPH
exact cause of his sudden death was and made the Alvarado look to him the morning sermon.
Contrary to expectations, it will not
by one Jose l.opez y Ruiz.
not learned. The remains will be like the Louisiana purchase ExposlThe afternoon,; from 3 to 4 o'clock de a stock 'house, and although the, pied
SAMPLE AND 0
Eduardu Aflodaca. charged with asshipped to his former home in Scot- Hon buildings.
will bo devoted to a' meeting of the house will
Avenue
Railroad
open
15,
West
May
when
probably
Little he dreamed of the terrible women memler8 of the association
sault and battery, plead guilty
land, S. I')., accompanied by a friend,
Henry Youngman, who came here nemesis that waa close upon his trail; and the church, conducted and pre with a large stock company In a rep- aralgned tills morning. Tin offense
O
O O
will
aveng
of modern plays, their run
committed was that of assaulting one
with the deceased, and has been his little he thought that soon the
sided over by Mesdames Heald and ertoire
be but a short time, after which they Gablno Annya.
ing hand of majestic law would fall Porterfleld. Sunday
constant nttendant, during his
evening, at. 7:30
heavily upon, his shuddering shoulder. o'clock. Rev. Warren F. Day, Pastor will give way to some other attrac-- l
The territorial petit Jury I called
ti.in. This plan will lie followed out for Monday morning, at 9 o'clock.
But such was the case, for Francis Emeritus
THE FIRST LESSON
Congregational
of the
all summer, thus giving a variety of
Arguments are still being made this
Rossi, the "Brave Deteck," was close church in Los Angeles,
IN BREAD MAKING.
FUNERALS
Cal.,
will de
mine
Washington
moupon his heels.
that will relieve the
afternoon In the
liver a sermon that will .undoubtedly attractions
thtj
Important
ot all; that a
most
is
Steadily he trailed his man, with
one of the principal features of notony of a stock company for the case.
Is the selection ot proper flour.
The funeral ceremonies over the re- nose close to the ground, and his hand be
season.
entire
present
Is
the
session, ns Rev. Day
There Is no difficulty about this it
mains of Mrs. Grace Houghton-Ciiin-su- l,
Besides the attractions that will be' There will be a regular nie'eting of
on his trusty revolver. At last me
Empress flour Is chosen. It l o
who died in Koswell, Wednesday opportune and psychological moment one of the most brilliant divines in hooked at the Casino, Mr.AVortman.lt G. K. Warren Post, No. .1, G. A. R..
entire west. . A forceful speaker, is
good and makes such sweet, white
afternoon, after an illness of three arrived. Slowly tlie Brave Detective the
In I. O. O. F. hull, Saturday evenwill
held
understood,
also
suno
devote
gifted
eloquence
graceful
with
and
weeks, will take place tomorrow af- closed in upon his man.
and nutritious bread as to be unAll
ing, April 17, at 7;3i) o'clock.
expense
pains
to
securing
out
and
gestures,
his effort tomorrow night
surpassed by any milled. Thebert
ternoon, at the Methodist church, Rev.
Hans up:
Halt:
ion are my should bring forth one of the largest door attractions as well. There will comrades nre requested to lie present,
bread makers use it for that rery
Rollins otflciating. The parents, hus- prisoner:
will
come
important
as
business
be
of
a
number
at
free
attractions
in
detective,
cried
the
congregations
gathered
to
that ever
of the de- ringing
reason.
band and brother-in-lathe post. Visiting comrades althe park during the coming season,
Dick hear a religious sermon In Albuquertones. (See Dare-Devceased will arrive in Albuquerque to- p. :i, col. 2.)
ways welcome. J. G. Caldwell, P. C.
paralso,
such
as
balloon
ascensions,
que,
and those who know the doctor
night, with the remains of the unQuickly O. Martinez wheeled-arounbest state that each one coming will achute jumps, a circle swing, and W. W. McDonald, adjutant.
fortunate young lady, who had a host losing his equilibrium
other amusements of a similar nature.
in
but
be
repaid for so doing.
well
of friends in this city as well as in
It is understood that Mr. Wort man
Wholesale Agent,
ri gaining it with the assistance of
This will wind up tho present ses
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
Roswell and elsewhere. Friends and the
Brave Detective.
114 West Copper Ave.
sion of the New Mexico nssosiation. and Mr. Houston, manager of the loacquaintances are invited to be presGreat Heavens: H was a detect which will then adjourn to meet next cal base ball team, will work more or FOUND Box, containing pair of genent at the funeral ceremonies. Inter- ive!
Something must be did. Force year at some place yet to be selected. less in conjunction, thus assuring t'nat
tlemen's shoes. Owner can recover
ment will take place in Fairvlew cem- was out
the base ball sport for tho summer
of the question. Strategy
same by calling at. tills office, provetery.
will not lie neglected.
must be used.
ing property and paying for this
ISLETA INDIAN FOOT
Altogether, the outlook for amuseclock
"Shay, Frien' Uossl.'w-hyzeThe funeral services of Maria Hlta
summer
ments
the
bids
to
be
fair
for
day?"
RACES
TOMORROW
a
like
shunimer's
at
years,
who died
Chavez, aged 34
beyond anything that Albiiqucrqueans
IF YOU WANT TO ENJOY A
"Give it up," said the Brave De
her home in Old Albuquerque, ThursPATRONday morning at lit o'clock, took place tective.
CEREMONIAL DANCE AND RAIN have had the opportunity of witness- GOOD SUNDAY DINNER,FIFTY-CENFair IZE THE REGULAR
it shees a
this morning from the San Felipe de "Cause he he cause
PRAYER HELD EASTER SUNDAY ing during any past summer.
DINNER AT ZEIGER'S
hours. Hal
Nerl church, in Old Town, interment Dago liv everv twenty-fou- r
MANY ALBUQUERQUEANS TO week will receive special attention, SUNDAY
CATHEDRAL
OLD ALBUQUERQUE
and it is understood that for this RESTAURANT TOMORROW.
Ha!"
in Santa Barbara cemetery.
ATTEND.
glit
A L V ARADO
week some of the strongest and high
The Brave Detective's
HOTEL
disThe school board has decided to
The Indians of the lstera pueblo. est priced attractions obtainable will
tered. and he took a firmer grip on
COM M E R C I A L CLUB BUILDING.
UNIVERSITY NEWS
miss school at 2:30 on the afternoon
beginning tomorrow, will hold their be procured.
his trusty revolver.
A U S T R I A N
CHINA
of April 10. as nearly all the children
Mr. Osslfcr, why is a why- annual spring ceremonial relay foot
YEARS is "Shay, why
CATALOGUE .FOR THE
boys'
Roney's
the
attend
Intend
to
race,
folworks
wlilch
waszer
water
will
lie repeated each
hie
THE UNITED STATES COURT
1906
MAILED bonds like a man bein' kicked outer lowing Sundav for four weeks. On
BEING
1905 AND
mat n e.
GRINDING AT LAS CRUCES
OUT.
Easter Sunday their annual spring
doors?"
Chicken and dumplings for dinner
Deeply the brave detective pondered cirenionlal dance and rain praverwlll
at the Columbus tomorrow.
off
University
catalogue
just
up
is
he
pass
indulged
The
in, and these ceremonies
this
but at last was forced to
Deputy
United Stales
Marshal
o
are said to be the most fantastic of George Kaseman returned this mornThe Citizen press. It is a neat lxok also.
at the Columbus
Take
dinner
Wl Gold Avenue
pages.
Twelve
de
one
hundred
the entire vear.
of about
"Because hie cause thev met
ing from
Cruet s, where he was
pages of cuts vary the monotony- - of feet."
The foot races are held in honor of In attendance upon United States
descriptive matter. After the calen"Come, my man," exclaimed the the head man of the pueblo, who is court. The I'nited S'ates grand Jury
dar of the academic year, lists of re Brave Detective. "You've either got to elected every spring, and who is was dismissed yesterday niorutug afgents and faculty, and tweniy-fiv- e
AN OPPORTUNITY
emit snrineing iokts aiiout waver, of honored with this foot race ceremonter but f ur days work, during which
pages of general information, the de go to jail."
ial upon the expiration of his annual time- live indictment- - were returned.'
saving in your office)
For
partments are described in order, col"Water or jail! Water or jail!" wail term.
Owing to this smaU grist from tho
work is found in the use of
lege of letters and science, engineer ed the native, O. Martinez. "Water or
The Indians cho se sides and start grand jury mill, the term will not be
V
ing school, normal school, preparatory jail. Shay, Mr. Ossifer, gimmo jail
ing from p ints at the extreme end of as long as expected. The most InLOOSE LEAF DEVICES
GUESTS UNANNOUNCEDT
school, and commercial school. The
And the daring arrest had been ac the race course, which Is laid through teresting case to come up will be the
0 STORMING?
AM styles and sizes made In
most conspicuous addition is the comnlished.
Telephone
Tho
orders
the main street of the pueblo, race in hearing of Eakins and Howell, chargshop.
own
our
Shop liy Telephone.
courses of the engineering school
extra supplies.
morning, in opposite direct ions, in relays, until ed with smuggling hinamen across
In nolice court, thin
any
finish
and
can
We
rule
energetic
Angell's
efforts
Under Prof.
spite of the heinousnoss of the crime the full number of men have passed
kind of special forms.
Mexican border The former wn.i
0 TOO TIRED TO GO?
the laboratories and shops have been I'olice Judge Crawford only assessed over the course when the race is over atheconductor
k
to see our STATEMENT
on the Southern Pacific
HUSBAND DETAINED?
so equipped that at the initiating of Martinez the usual $." or five days uniil the following Sunday when much
SYSTEM,
r"tail
for
I.F.I HiER
0
He eau Telephone.
minim;, mechanical, civil and elective wainini him however, to beware of the same ceremonial is gone through and the latter was a brakeman on the
Telephone.
I'Ke
the
winner."
a
same road. The offense is alleged to
merchants. "It's
engineering courses are possible. Only puns in the future.
.viih anain.
d
aUuit a year
have been commit''
1N
YOUR
HOME
the first two years have been outlined
YOU NEED A TELEPHONE
Quite a number of Albuquerqtieans ago.
but students finishing these two years
to
making
preparations
are
o
attend
the
POLICE COURT
will find the third and fourth year's
c lvmonials tomorrow, nnd it Is likely
J
courses ready for them. In the norft
that an exceedingly large number will EXTENDING MAINS
up
befor
mal school announcement
is made
One lonesome native was
go up to Isleta Faster Sunday to wit
graduates
are
its
to
morning
a Police Judge Crawford this
entitled
that
TO LIMBER PLANT
Iiess the dance.
five year territorial teachers' certifiand pleaded guilty to being intoxicat
&
was
without
examinations.
further
cate
he
which offense
ed.
for
TONIGHT! TONIGHT! T0NIGHT1 WATER SUPPLY COMPANY LAY-IN- FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTAT
RAMSAY'S TUACHURS' AND
change
Is
po
of
mentioned
Another
that
assessed the usual five days. The
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE
LUM-BEAMERICAN
TO
LOANS
PIPES
now
work.
The
of
unit
unit
hour
the
lice officers have hopes that business
STENOGRAPHIES' AGENCY
COMPANY'S PLANT.
means a study pursued for one se- will pick up shortly, when the weathe ELEPHANT.
Automatic phone BL
With Woman's Exchange.
rml1o Bnlldliis
mester one period each day. The total begins to warm up.
Room If) N T
OUR EVERY DAY PRICES
Although the Aim .can Lumber cine
Positions see il red for competent
number of units required for graduanig
pany people have
bei'n after the OOCOOOOaOOODOOOOOCJCOCXXX
teachers, htenoKraphers. bookkeeplie was a tall, lanky newsgatherer
tion from the college Is one hundred
to
1;,c Water Supply con. my
extend
which equals the probably one time captain of the Cream of Wheat
er
and ollire help Keuerally.
and twenty-fou- r,
1'iMiber
company's
2ac their mains to
& Myer,
School hoards and others desiring
Woolton
number required by most state uni- "Hungry Squad," and as he rushed up Maple Flake, 13c, or 2 for
:irft
direction was
work in
L'f.c
13c, or 2 for)
liucliers. etc., bhould correspond
' ... .
versities and exceeds that of some. to the chief of police, his "nose fo Grape-Nut"day. While t...
not in gun inn il
R: ll! t
Shi edited Wheat Biscuits, lie, for
with us. Have a koixI list registered.
Very few changes have been made in news" was gleaming red.
company
r
Ann
a
rican
has
l.unr
Celery
Dr.
Wheat
Flake
departPrice's
,
"Anythingqueried
different
of
tie
chief?
doin
the
courses
the
ition system of
10c pretty good tinFood
"Yes," rescinded Chief "Mack
Ramsay's Typewritorium
ments. After lists of students and
ubt thought that
own. tiny m
alumni, the book ends with a complete "there was a big explosion down tin Walter Maker's Premium Chocolate,
'ion IhroiiKh Dm
Fourth St. and R. R. Ave.
35c an additional pn
per Hi
index showing all tin- subjects usually Rio Grande yesterday."
AND RENTALS
ivould be making
All kinds of seciiiiiliiaud typeThe
.Not
Phone or semi your orders on a water works s
exclaimed the hungry news
real ed in college catalogues.
rill case of fire.
assurance cloiil.'v
writers liouKht, .sold, rented, regenual urrangement and appearance hunter, as be whipped out pad an
will
kalaiiu-jim .
nnd rebuilt.
to
be
The
paired,
Farms
and
laid
to
ALBUQUERQUE
pencil.
Ranches
CASH
GROCERY
and
good,
was
creditable
"WJiat
it?"
of the book is
s plant as rapidly
the lumber coihi-.Audits for I'nderw. l TypeCOMPANY.
The wind blew up the river."
its printers.
Large, Airy Ftooms. Prices Very Rea- is expected that
as iMissible, and
a Rood mock on
writers. Alwa
With a sickly grin, the report!
315 West Marble Avenue.
fonable.
Correspondence Solicited.
ting the mains
to choose. Typethe work of imwhich
from
hand
THE REGULAR FIFTYCENT DIN ill tied and tied.
t
S. Third St..
work to the mill
Casino Orchestra Six musicians at am! completing
writer KibUuis a hiecial:v.
o
NER AT THE ZEIGER RESTAUMRS. OWEN DINSDALE,
ALUL'QUERQUE . . . . N.
(1. S. It AM SAY, Mr.
Get your goods
and have tlli the Casino Sunday, at o'clock Danc- enclosure will !' ' hished within ten
RANT TOMORROW, FROM 12 TO 3
Proprietor.
days.
ing will be free.
stamped at Mrs. Wilson's.
P. M. THE BEST IN THE CITY.

A meeting is announced to take
During the wind ami rain s'.nni
place next Monday evening, at !
that prevailed yesterday afternoon.
o'clock, in the public library buildminiature cyclone inane us upp
n
in the northwestern portion of ing for the purpose ot organizing
Association.
the city, blowing the roof of the Pa- Young Men's Christian load
by the
The movument is
cific meat market, located at the corner of Twelfth street anil New York Christian voting men of the city, and
support from the
avenue, off, and depositing the adobe is receiving hearty clergy.
Perhaps
earth, of which the building was con- business men and
needed In
structed, all over that part of the there is nothing so much
Young
Mens
Albuquerque as a
city.
This is the
The home of H. Tnciflco, proprietor Christian Association. existence,
excluin
of the Pacific meat market, located at onlv organization men.
that, meets so
sively for voting
i08 North Twelfth street, was dennd
stroyed by the wind storm, the roof great a need in such an efficient
It aims at a symmetof the building caving In, and a shed practical way.
of
In the rear of the residence being rical and systematic development
young men. The gymnasium affords
torn to pieces by the cyclone.
Mr. Paclfico stated that he was opportunity for physical training nnd
standing in front of his meat market athletics; the reading room and lecwhen he noticed a dark, funnel-shape- d ture courses give valuable opportuncloud approaching, and with ity for mental development, while the
classes
Bible
it a wind storm of high velocity. He devotional meetings,
courses promote the
retreated into the meat market, but and missionary
had no more than reached the inside moral and religious side and isor perthe
g haps
the dominating feature
. when the wind struck his place,
the roof off, breaking the front Young Men's Christian Association. In
Then there is the social side.
windows and blowing the back part
Associaof the market away. He ran to the the Young Men's Christian most
con
the social life is of the
street to escape any danger of falling tion
genial and refining kind. The read
adobe.
The rainfall of yesterday evening ing rooms, socials and other meetings
men and thus they
and part of the night was general all ere onen to all evenings
and leisure
over the central and southern part of can attend their
the territory, the precipitation here hours amid the le8t influences pos
being heavier than for any previous Bible.
Heretofore, in Albuquerque, men
rain this year. Coming as It did, at
to meet, lr iney i
the opening of spring, it will do im- were compelled
saloons
mense good, and a result the farmer at all, socially, either in the op
the
houses, or
is wearing a broad smile today. The and gambling
men
coming year will, on occount of the st reet corners. It is natural for they
plentious snowfall, last winter being to want social Intercourse; and if
one of the "snowiest" winters Albu- cannot meet In one place they Y.will
M.
querque and vicinity has experienced meet in another. This want the
for some years, and the abundant pre- C. A. recognizes, and is peculiarly
cipitation, be one of the best years successful in sunnlvlne to the men In
for the farmer, fruit grower and the cities.
While It is not probable that a fully
stockman they have experienced for
organseveral years, despite the fact that equipped association leanof be
funds, yet
present,
lack
ized
at
for
prosperexceptionally
was
year
last
organize as far as
ous for the above named gentlemen. it is intended to permit
will
and to add
the
finances
green,
turning
grass
already
is
The
everv water hole In the land is full the different departments lust as fast
to overflowing, the apple and peach as funds can be secured and as the
demands.
trees are blooming, the shade trees increase in memlership
are budding, and every indication The movement is certainly a worthy
points to spring being upon us, and one and the association is sure to
sothe outlook for the farmer and cat meet a great need in thelife.city's will
cial, moral nnd business
It
tleman the best in years.
receive the heartiest support of every
public spirited citizen.
MORTUARY
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FAILS AS A SOCIAL ECONOMIST

EX PRESIDENT

ABANDON3
HIS
FARM. COLLEGE IN;
NEW JERSEY HAD AS MANY
BOYS WORKAS SEVENTY-FIVING THE LAND AND GETTING
THE SKELETON OF UNIVERSITY
EDUCATION
FROAM
PROF.
DON'T RUN IT TO HIS LIKING.
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MUSMENT
AT TOE ELKS TEiEATRE

"HUMAN HEARTS" TONIGHT.
"Human Hearts," the well kn wn
and popular melodrama, which has,
durin-the pH8t eight years that It
has been before the American public,
so firmly established Itself as one of
thf- sweetest stories ever told, through
the medium of the stage, comes to
the Kiks' Theater tonight, under the
management of that well known theproducer, W. K. Nankevllle,
atrical
and judging from the advance sab; of
seats, will be greeted, as it deserves,
with a full house. "Human Hearts
tells the story of a big, stro-.- g,
loving blacksmith, who has
married and taken to his home just
across the village street from his
forge, a reformed adventuress,
111""spinous of her true character. With
d
the old father, mother and
Jimmy," his brother, Tom Logan, the
village blacksmith, lives happily wlHi
his wife, until the- - serpeant, in the
shape of a former lover of his wife,
enters their little (Jarden or Eden.
Not content with robbing the black- smith of his wife, the false friend
also kills his father, afterwards fas
tening the crime on poor Tom Logan.
A tramp, who has been treated kindly
by Logan, sees the murder committed.
nut is afraid to mil of It at the iin,n '
Logan goes to prison, and the broken
hearted
d
mother
and
"Jimmy" are left alone to mourn. The
adventuress, her lover
and little
daughter, born of the union with
fie,, to the city, where later
the mother, who has since lost, her
eyesight, comes with a pardon from

colony

ii

And

Mansfield, Wort ef Beit.
now a prominent New

? 4fia.

On French costumes, period of Louis
XV.)

Sone

"Heaven Hath Shed a
(with violin obllgato)
Kucken
fi. (a i "Lilt Thine Eyes,"
"Elija'a". .
'
Mendelssohn
(ID 'if My Songs Had Airy Pln- "" '
Reynaldo Hahn
The H.ys.
(In cotta and cassock.)
Short Intermission.
7. (a) Fairy Footsteps
Victor Hollaender
(bl Legends
Mohring
(O Springtime of Ixve. .Lucantoni
The Hoys.
(In Mexican costumes.)
8. Violin
(a) The Bee
Schubert
(b) Zapateado . ...Sarasate
Tracy Hoi brook.
!. Song May Day
Walthew
Hernise Amspoker.
1". ai "Auld Lang Syne"
C.

tear

oooooooooooooooooo
York

theatrical critic, following fast upon
1he heels of the denouncement
of
Richard Mansfield as the "worst actor
on the American stage," by another
equally prominent critic, comes for-thMans-lrvln- g
ward with the statement
field is the sir Henry
of
America. However this may be, the
lact remains that Manffleld. as a
office nttraction, Is "there wilh the
goods." and will probably remain so
until his retirement from the stage,
visited South Spring, I'havi'S
which, in the opinion of this theatcounty, w here he interview! d .1. J.
rical critic. It is hoped will tie at a
(b) Cheerfulness
Ounihert
Hniterman, father of (overnor Ilager-mnlong distant date.
(Accompanied by castanets, tamliou-rlnon the feasibility of the scheme,
triangle and violin.)
and was there also to study the ar- The Death Valley Miner.
ti'tlhin vw.ll iirmuiLlllm
The Hoys.
II.. ........ ,1...
"Waller Scott, the Death Vailey
fn
"V."
,
Highland Scottish costumes.)
u no
.no
Miner,
melodrama,
in a thrilling
Dowie's Zlon City, but that Ir was
founded on facts taken from his varied 11.tas-'-Violin "St. Patricks Iay," Fan- Vieuxtemps
done in the interest of humanity In
and eventful life. Including the famTracy Holbrook.
relieving the congested districts of
ous Santa Fe's 'Death Valley Special'
ChicaRo of his countrymen.
fight across the continent," Is the 12. Rough Rider's Song
If the
Splndler-Dieway
movement is a success, it Is his inimagination
vivid
of
the
"Honey's Hoys."
tention to bring Pohemlans who are
"ScottyV press agent announces the
thrifty and have accumulated money
coming; of this attraction to Elks'
.i , May 1. The way the Call- - THE SONG OF
enough to buy a small tract of land
Tfc,
THE GUARDIAN
from all American cities.
rornin papers announced his eomlnir
ANGEL.
is something like this:
Walter Scott
OI
t,no' J"K He silent, be silent, the singer's asleep.
! ".M""'"al"y.
OFFICIAL MATTERS
?,l
He hath yielded his lyre to my own
Aiouquerque .May
If He Can Oct
Hail."
However
hand at last ;
Articles of Incorporation.
"Scotty" has succeeded In confound- And crowned with the laurel, he lieth
The following articles of Incorporaing Mr enemies, the police, and will
In peace.
tion have been filed In the office of
undoubtedly make his appearance
All !iis glorious visions and dayTerritorial Secretary .1. W. Ray nobis:
here on that date if the show holds
dreams are past.
The New Eden Diten and
together untl that date. The plav is
com
pany.
Incorporators
are W. Ooff'
"
" ,lnp 'hrlller" and Ah. little ve know, ns his deep music
.T'.. . " " couys
Hlack, WJIIIam T. Allen and Thomas
umioagii
swelled,
histrionic ability
P. Maddox of New Mexico and Chas.
is somewhat nil, the excellence or the
And held by its magic the whole
K. Clendenny and Robert W. Hray ofi
rest of the cast makes up for this.
earthly throng.
Colorado. The amount of capital prison scene, where the mother deWhose voice ever sang close, close,
stock Is fixed at 500,on0. The term! livers the pardon, Is one of the most RONEY'S BOYS COS- to liis side.
of existence of the conmanv ts flftv! touching on the American stage toWho rrubleth Ills fingers the harp
years. The jirinclpal business office1 day. Another strong scene in "Human
strings alone.
TW1E CONCERT BAND
will be located at Aztec,
San Juan Hearts" is the scene between the
leour.ty, and W. GofT Black is principal tramp nnd the real murderer, enact eel
The
to be given under the Wh.) oiiencl ihf windows of heaven
jagfr.r. The purpose of the company! after Logan has left prison. The auspicesconcert
for him,
the High School Athletic
iis to distract or cause' to be con-- j tramp, in pantomime, enacts before association,of at
And taught him the songs of the
the
Elks'
the
Tueseyes,
every
theater
startled
villain's
the
a
ditch to convey water from
strccud
wind and the waves
he made during the killing day, April lo, premises to be one of
the Animas river for irrigation pur-- ; movement
the greatest musical treats of the sea- The song of the stars, when the new
of Logan's father.
scene,
This
for
pos- pn
for domestic uste.
words are born,
effect, cannot be improved son. A perusal of the following proThe Eddy county Lumber company. dramatic
gram at owe divulges to the reader
upon.
And the paens of ages that lie In
Altogether,
is
it
one
of
the
Incorporators
are Etlenne de P.I
scope of the Roney boys' capabilitheir graves.
Hujas. Charles R. Hrice. Louis S. Craw- - strongest melodramas en tour today. trie
ties, and the pleasure In store for
At
Elks'
tonight.
Theater
ford and John A.
Froman, all cf
those who will attend the concert and Who taught him to sing of mercy and
Carlsbad, Eddy county. New Mexico.
"RONEY'S BOYS, APRIL 10.
love,
to tne numbers so iiulir ionslv
listen
The capital stock of the company Is
Till his voice
"Roney's Hoys" Is synonymous with arranued, of lengthy, classical and
echoed back from
tlxed it 1211,1100, of which $10,(Mio has good music
popular
heaven again,
singing. The Roney s
music:
bten nnlil In the shares belnn- unnntlv Hoys Concertnndcompany
,
And showed him the way that the anProgram.
of Chlc-igodivided among the four incorimrators. under the management
(With
gels all weep.
leadership
explanatory
remaiks.)
and
Tht, .......
t
Ytn
lrrtn .., vlt:lnna ,,f inr vuiiaii, of the man who has spent the past 1. Hridal Chorus "Rose
O'er
the crime and the wrongs and
Maiden"..
is fixed at fifty years. The principal
or years in searching out ex- the sins ef men.
Cowen
office Is to be located at Carlsbad and lHinu.er
eellent youthful talent and then de- - Masters Herni.sn Amspokcr. Paul Hal- John A. Froman is principal agent. veloping that talent
l
And his song in Its passing an ech')
Harry Schultz, Percy Duto a decree of
The purpose of the company is to perfection seldom attained
llard, (in military uniforms. I
hath left.
of
short
carry on a general lumber business.
years of hard ami arduous study and
That shall tremble on down, while
Sonar "The Angels' Hell"
practice, has reached a plane of effihe ag s shall roll,
Van de Water
DESERTING LIEUTENANT
Hut be silent, he lieth there smiling,
iciency higher by far than the usual
Percy Hallard.
AND EMBEZZLER INDICTED.
asleep.
Violin
musical orgnaizatlon one
Pallade nnd Polonaise...
with
The federal grand jury at El Paso under such circumstances. meets
And in wardens Elysian, I roam with
Not only
Vieuxtemps
Indicted First Lieutenant A. H. Fresh- ar Roney's Hoys thorough musicians,
his soul.
Tracv Holbrook.
water, late or the Twenty-nintinbut they are
EMMA HAI.LOU STEVENS.
(al "Songs '.My Mother Taught
vocalists as
fantry, who (Inserted and left a short- well, and theirexcellent
little stage mannerV'"
Dvorak
age of $200 in canteen accounts, w hen isms, and costumes,
"Suffered day and night the torare
HO Barcarolle
the least
Hrahms
his company was stationed at Fort part or the entertainment, noteither.
ment of itching piles. Nothing helped
(c) Edenland, (arranged by Frank
The
Miss. Two indictments, totaling six! Roney's Hoys Concert company,
Doan's Ointment. It.
Henshaw Dana me untilmeI used
counts, were brought In. Freshwater's the auspices of the High School under
permanently." Hon. John
cured
Ath(d) "Whirl and Twirl," Spinning
command is now stationed at Fort letic association of Albuquerque, will
R. Garrett, Mayor, Girard, Ala.
Song, from "The
Flying Dutch-maLogan, Colo. He is braking on the! bo seen at Elks' Theater, Tuesday,
Wagner
About the "C::tton Cheat" In clothes
Mexican Central railroad in Mexico.
April 10.
The Hoys.
read Simon Stem's ad on page 8.
r
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true-hearte- d,

n.

Uurns-Vogric-

e.

1-

half-witte-

txvs

What d( 'Tvin; i '.ess of boys, he1
staked Miv.it if one day. are, as a class;
fnntel f i iMciii ly ( hea'ed out of a go :d
.vdttca' ion?
Ho ilociilfd that it was the class of
lioy whose patents were poor and)
ht had large families to support. The
pnrcnis must count upon the help f
As soon as the boys
their children.
wrrp able t.-- go to work they must go
wit Into the world and assist In the
npport of the younger brothers and
inters. They had no chance of jra.1n-tn- p

'

the education they deserved.
Cleveland confided
his Ideas to
Ttof. Peter Kroam. a young university
man who relished the idea of study-Iji- r
social economics from close range,
and o U was that Cleveland decided,
very quietly, to tttrn the farm over to
Imf. Kroam and the sons of poor parent with large families.
The house was turned Into a dorm- -

THE

will
he fornifd In New Mexico ill tin Itio
alley,
near Socorro. The
Orande
first lot of inimi.iii'iuits will In' 'illlle
Mtld
from Chicago,
.'oil Iliilieuiiani!
thev will be sulil small tracts of Innd
iiinl will he aft mi settlers, with their
p.
It will he a non-se- n
families,.
colony. an;l will Include Protestants
Col.
with Patti'ilics and l.iberalist.-- .
Max KlrehliiMn of Chicago, who is the
head of the movement and is president of the Anierleflii-HohemiaAn

fiATunniv adpii

i A
i Jfy

KIRCHMAN

WILL START

N. .1.. A jrll ". (.rover
,
the rule of a social
hns met failur-- Ills scttlenie in
farm for b ys ling been sold and tin'
youngvters upon whom the formi r
l
president of the I'nitod States
to work an Interest in expcrl-imnIn economics have been sent
tmrK to their homes.
Mr. Cleveland owned a farm, tour
tnilt8 Trotn here. "2 acres of land, a
house In Rood repair, large
maulcs ,! ltd a big hennery. Tne rent
was until nnd the farm was more or1
n
imh'H. Somehow or other'
the In; :i'it president eonnorted this'
farm w'r'i his sentimental feeling for
In

COLONY

OF CHICAGO
MOVEMENT
HUNDRED
FIVE
BY BRINGING
OF HIS COUNTRYMEN TO NEW
MEXICO.
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EX PRESIDENT CLEVELAND AND HIS SON RICHARD
THEIR HOME AT PRINCETON

IN FRONT OF

-

j

itory, which became very much cramped for space when Prof. Froara's ardor
In inviting boys to join the colony
rought Oil lads, between the ages of
in and 18. into the fold. At one time
there were at least 75 boys In the
small house.
scTieme
The settlement
involved
work upon the farm by all of the boys.
Tjey were to cultivate corn, wheat,
hsy and garden products and the
younger ones were to be mainly inter-- !
ested in raising chickens for the mar- Then Prof. Froam was to tutor
all. imparting to them at least a

ICm
skel-- ;

eton of a university education. They
were to consider themselves
porting from the work they did on the
farm.
One day Clover Cleveland went to In-- :
H
speet the workings of his new charity,
The stories of what happened are con- flicting. One Is that lie was much an-- i
noyed because of the large number
cf boys in small 'quarters. Another
Is that he was out of acccrd witu
Prof. Fro.im's system of management,
j
The hoys were sent back to their
Jinnies In the states of Pennsylvania,
New York and New Jersey at Mr.
Cleveland's expense, and the farm
MR. CLEVELAND'S wp.s sold for $'1500 to the farmer who
now occupies the premises.
self-sup-- !
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THE FARMHOUSE USED
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AS A DORMITORY
HOY SETTLEMENT.
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Family Medicine

Bio

MERIT

IS

ALWAYS

REWARDED

Chest Is Complete Without "La Sanad&ra

At last we have amongst un and within our reach a medicine on which we can rely for relief from the many maladies and afflictions of life.
LA SANADORA is a medicine that don't kill pain temporarily, but it cures and heals, restoring you to perfect health whenever you have the
misfortune to be sick. Immediately after its use be it external or internal
'
relief is received, as has often been proven.
Whoever uses LA SANADORA is not making a guess nor an experiment, but will 9et well and 3e cured with a safe, sure and excellent medicine. You may be inexperienced
in ifc. use, but it is verv simole in its annli
cation and sure in its effects.
With each bottle of LA SANADORA you will find a book of instructions.
Read it and don't fear that your time has been wasted, as. when disease afflicts you, you will
know how to use this areat medicine and have
'
the satisfaction of knowing it has saved you.
In winter we are troubled with coughs, colds, and many other painful afflictions peculiar to cold weather. Positive relief and a sure recovery to
health will be found in the use of LA SANADORA
' In summer H ar
rhoea, colic and many other
afflictions trouble old and young. LA SANADORA is an Infallible cure.
This Infallible medicine cures:
Rheumatism, Sprains, Contusions, Scratches, Headache, Sore Throat, Coughs, Stings, of insects and Reptile Bites, Contraction
of the Muscles and Tendons Stiff Joints Pain In the
Breast and Back, Lumbago, Kidney Trouble. Neuralgia, Toothache. Sore Nipples, Burns. Earache, Catarrh, Fever. Chills, Colic. Cholera. Piles. Pain in the Gums.
Itching, and all painful afflictions ' For ..i. at a" dru9
stores. PRICE, 35 cents a bottle.
gastro-intestin-

AFTER "LA SANADORA"

Territory of

HAS BEEN

at

New Mexico,

County of San Miguel.
I, Juan Ignaclo Haca. do hereby
make this declaration under oath:
For the period ejf three years I had
been afflicted by Malaria Fever, and
my sufferings were such that I was
unable to do any kind of work, or attend to my business. I procured and
used many patent medicines without
ilerivlng from any of them any benefit to my health, and having lost all
hope- e.f n covering my health, it was
my good fortune to meet the excellent
good la.ly. Mrs. Emilie M. de
of this eity, who kindly recommended
id me the use ; f "la Sanadora" for
my cise, rml s.ie herself gave nie the
inedicine n cording to directions, and
In a complete restoration
it
or my losi health. After three days
thai I had been using the medicine, 1
ft it so will that thereafter my energy
to move retiutu (1 and my health is
excellent. I always keep at home this
wonderful medicine, and It Is a great
satisfaction to tne to know that lis
use in any kind of similar ilisease-And I
cliall always prve a blessing
recommend to all persons suffering to
avail themselves of tills medicine, assuring thein that they will fiud the
debired I'e'liif.
JUAN IC.NACIO HACA.
The above was made under oath
this l'.Uli dav of January, A. D. 1S01,
s

ROMER 0
U

1

(id-

--

las

USED

witness.

BY THOUSANDS

Vegas, N.

M., Wforo

OF PEOPLE WITH GREAT SUCCESS.

me

att

a

J. P. CONKLIN.
O

Territory of New Mexico,
County of Lincoln.
I. Millard F. Davidson,
make this
t
under oath for the benefit
f all sufferers as I have suffered.
This present winter I caught a bad
cold and had pains In my chest and a
severe cough. I thought I was surely
going to have pneumonia. I tried different remedies, but none relieved t he?
pain eir stopped the cough. I heard
setral people
Saciadora
so tried it. and in less than two days
was well and aMe to atte-nto business. Since then I have- calle d eithers'
attention t.i this reniedy. and without
exception they have been cured. It
tloe'S what is claime d for it.
Mate-men-

-

M. F. DAVIDSON.

Subscribed to and sworn te before
tne this 21 si elay of February, A. D.
Its' 2.

SIDNEY F. MATHEWS.

Seal)
Notary Public.
Lincoln, New Mexico, Feb. 21, I!)u2.
Territory of New Mexico,
County cf Lincoln.
This is to certify that I am a resident of the County of Lincoln. Territory of Ne-Mexico: that I have sintered with scrofula trouble- for four

DRUG

THE PRAISE OF THE WONDERFUL MEDICINE

years and have soug.it In vain for a
cure, tmth with doctors and prepared
medicines, Idemd purifiers, etc. Nothing seemed to do me good.
was prevailed tiKin to try Sanadora some
ago.
I
which did and I
three months
believe now I am ompUt,.!y cured.
taking
I
began
When
this medicine I
had breaking out em my
iiv and
sores, which have now euiir.ly disap1
peared.
feel first rate mill can recommend Sanadora to anyon,. wh is
troulile'd as I have been.
1

SAMUEL

FARMER.

Subscribed and sworn to I. fore me
) 19112.
this 121 a dav of February,
(Seal- SIDNEY F. M A T I i;'vS
Notary Public.
LA .SANADORA

ONI

CURES!

Hedges, San Diego Co., c,,
Romero Drug C mpuny,

July 12
Vegas,

Dear Sir:
art' ;,
My wife has
with
Rheumatism and NeuraUia
I' a leillg
time, and before writing
ion, she
had used a great many so.
edies without apparent U n,
ing the fact that tinlcs,
ulne'd
w
re lie f soon her dise-as. t the
best of her and (level. ip ,i
sonii
thing more scrU'iis, I c.i!!;
.i ed to
search for siyne reli:.- ' r.
iy, and
Ix-e-

thanks to God. I saw the
ef "La Sanadora" in one of our
Spanish papers and decided to give
your remedy a fair trial, which, I uni
pleased to say, has proven satisfae'-tory- .
"La Sanadora"

has entirely

cured

my wif(. of these disease's and she
now fee ls like a new woman.
I can
truthfully say that "La Sanadora"
has given h r relie f after all others
have failed. I feel so thankful fer the
good "l.a Sanadora" has done for my
w ife that I cemsider
It my duty to add
my testimony to that ef otheis who
have been cured by your wonderful

remedy, "La Sanadora." If any eno
el ul.ts
the truth of this statement, let
him or lnr write to me and 1 will tell
him eir her just what "La Sanadora"
has done- for my wife.
Thanking you for your kindness, I
hemain.
Yeiurs very trulv.
-

OF MANY!

New Mexico.

a

I

A

--

PROF. A. J. MONROY, M. A.
Deputy Clerk eif the Supreme Court
of San lit .jo County, Cal.
From The opMe, July 27, 1003.

WHICH

WE

HEREWITH

PUBLISH, BEAR

veie cold, i such an ixtent that for
two weeNs
could not bleep, during
which time
tried different medicines
to se. k relie f but all in vain. Accidentally I noticed In one of the newspapers to which I am a subscriber, au
advertisement
of your preparation.
"La Sanadora," nnd having read the
same carefully, I sent for a Itottle of
thai medicine, and as sewn as I toids
ihe first dose according to directions
given, instantly I felt great relief, the
fever and all pains I had been suffering having disappeared and I could
regain my sleep, having passed the
night pleasantly, and today I teel in
good spirits, having regained my usual
good health. As
cannot fully correspond the benefit received from the
effects of so invaluable a medicine, I
hasten ( ; send you these lines as a
testimonial for publication, recommending "La Sanadora" to all those
suffering from the e'ffeets of colds.
Yours very trulv,
1

1

1

MELITON

CONCHA.

Leader or the Chihuahua Hand.

O

luariv. city. State of Chihuahua.
Mexico. Nov. 23rd, 11)03.
Romero Drug Co.. Las Vegas. N. M.
(Je ntle'iiH n:
This letter Is for the
euily purpose of informing you of the
following facts:
Since be Vtli of the present month
I
haw le, n suffering from a very se- i

CO., Albuquerque and

Lincoln, N. M.. Ft binary
Territory of New Mexico.
County of Lincoln.

8. 1102.

I. Patrbi
Miranda, a resident or
Lincoln. New Mexico, iim my oat'i,
make- ibis the follow lug statement:
That about the first of the year nidi

Las Vegas

WITNESS TO ITS MERITS

became sick with stomach trouble,
which soon run into diarrhoea auei
ljseiuery. i was treated by a doct
oeie ana also at Fort Stanton for
eignt months at an expense of over
one hundred and fifty dollors. I also
tried a number of din. :. :u patent
UUI got absolutely no relief
My weight was reduced during
this
time from one hundred and sixty
l'l'iiuus i.) one Hundred and twenty
i"u.oi.s. ami j nan got mta sur.h u r(.
uueeii condition that I could nardty
"no. coma do no work at al
I
naii tost all hope cf ever licit". c treii.
upon
but
the n commendation f Ara- gOll Jir .3. At CO.. llolllir l.nir,,..u h.- -.
I made a trial
of Sanadora and
It
as directed The first bottle usedme
tvlief, ami by the time I had used the
iniru no.tie my stomach was well and
my diarrhoea had
but I eon
toueu tahiug the medicine until I
n
six bottles in all. and now can
ay i am completely cured and have
gained back luy regular weight
I
I' t'l 11 ttlv d'.ltV to teMitV f,i uliiit 5:in.
adora has done for im, and so make
I

"'"

".-e-

--

''is

affidavit.

PATRICIO MIRANDA (X) His Mark
Witness: B w. Miin.ini
Subscribed anti sw.rn to before me
tli;s sth day of Februarv. A. D 1002.
(Seali
SIDNEY F. MATHEWS.
Notary Piulic

Si n.

I

SATURDAY,

APRIL

'iBsiuroog.'ia.y.aitLJ
liiEialn
from

cotton chain,

Carpet,
4."ic

up.

from 7"c up.

J.

D.

Is no

The Victims Were Refined Wo The Fate
Had Drifted Into Great
men and Provided Means
Bend, Kansas.
For Their Killing.

Inarain Carpet, all wool chain,
Brass. Is Carpet,
I.nrqe-- stock
poods. Ossnline
Swhi is. Chairs,
Chairs, Ktc.

OF

SHOCKING MURDERS

from 80c up.
of seasonable
Stoves, lawn
Ti nts, Camp

THE SLAYLR ONLY

EMMONS,

A

PRACTICED

MERE BOY

BEFORE

MIORTrS

FOUND AT LAST

Woolens laundered without shrinkln?. We have added to onr
ready well equipped launder? ft machine with which we can band)
woolens without shrinking. When we are through with them
re Just like new. If other laundries shrink them, bring them to
and we will straighten them out for you.

tbr

THIRD STREET

"Red Wagons"
p.

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.

Steam

Frsih and Salt
Sausage

Meats.

Factory,

EMIL KLEINWORT,
Masonic Building, rortn Third Street.
In 1S72 a lawyer
named Godfrey
Berlin, April 7 A thrill of horror
177.
ran thr.uKd Cicrinany waen the fam- - dritted into the little town of Great
Auto phone 474. Colo, vhone
Hrunki; cast' came to trial, for It Henri. Kan., from the Lord knows
oils
aim
Corner of Coal Avenue
HI a practice was chietly at
consent, where
hy
was a double luuruer,
viaof
THE CELEBRATED
end
west
ond street
commllteri by a men' hoy. and the the bar kept by one "Shorty." where
fiery
duct
was
its
for
liquor
famous
women
refinement
of
tile
victims were
character. One ninht Godfrey drank
and education.
murso deeply that he colild not navigate
for
The German code provides
1.
r
ders committed at the request of the his course when he left for home.
victim and makes the penalty impris- Presently he laid down in a snow
as
drift and there he was found the next
onment only.
Karl Hrunke. 19, a bank clerk, was morning frozen to death. Several days
THiS CHAriuc IU tt- the friend of Martha and Alma Haars, later a crowd of boys assembled In
All the postofTlce, where llqu.'r was riis-- ;
22 and 21 years old. respectively.
4
CURE BARGAINS IN
Bottled In Bond.
They pensed as well as mail. As the con- philosophers.
Hjwcre
read Kant and Schopenhauer, and versatlon drifted along upon a variety
were melancholy. Hrunke and Martha, of tonics, some one miERested that it
HARNESS
for the reason that the public failed was a shame to keep the body oi
H
Godfrey any longer.
to appreciate their literary efforts.
SADDLES
The body was then reposing In an
Martha decided that death was
Distiller,
M
to
life,
Alma
desired
btiildinc on the vain supposl-di- e
empty
preferable
and
to
KY.
FRANKFORT,
BRIDLES
v
because she was deeply uttnehed tnn that some of Godfrey's klnfolks
H
be heard from. "Well," said one
to her sister. They agreed to die
LAP ROBES
H gether and begged Hrunke to do the()f the fellows, sententlously, "let's go
A N D E T C.
MELINI & EAKIN
i deed
The proposition met wun
he having also decided to tnnke bnrv it.
way with himself.
approval 'and a a curious procession
Bole Agents.
ne watt soon organized, with tne nony ai
In court Hrunke was cairn,
As
wagon.
the
N. M.
Albuquerque,
quietly
tragedy
a
of
gave
the
details
lumlier
in
front
the
the
goods
We are offering some very special prices on this line of
Automatic Phone, 199.
and In a manner that sent thrills of procession went along the dogs attend- buy.
you
before
horror through the crowded court ng t kept Jumping up Jack rabbits,
and it will certainly pay you to get out prices
room. He said:
and each time the procession would n
CO.
Haars begged me
"Martha
'O'halt, while those on horseback
her. I refused to do so, and e,j n the chase. After a time the
IF YOU WISH TO EAT a goof
she then asked me to buy a revolver whole outfit 8tra:;;h'ri up to the place lunch and enchiladas on the Merlon
and shoot her. I could not buy one, where the grave hail been dug.
style, go to South Third street, cornet
1
because I only possessed sixpence.'
the body had been lowered. of Silver avenue, No. 215. Will b
vhen
Then Bhe gave me the money and 1 one Copeland, the only lawyer of the served promptly at any hour of tni
went out and bought a revolver.
town, stepped out and said that inas- - night Prices will be from 25c to 80c
my
lodgings
I
came
to
"When
back
mrn BS no preacher was present, he M. GRENADINO & CO.
I
the two girls were awaiting me In my Wfmid do the best he knew how In
Our courage began to fall us, uUOting some religious exercises. As
and Martha gave tne 3i shillings to ne proceeded with his address, .show-buN. PEACH & CO.
three bottles of champagne. After in thP ,, t eons nature of such a death,bydrinking
courage
family
up
by
our
screwing
is
by
of
Interrupted
the
member
to
and
local
the
suddenly
REAL ESTATE DEALERS
Bulger has returned
ne was
wine, we discussed the details or Rtanrier. who shouted:
Auto, 'phone. 437; Colo., Red til.
work at E3 Paso for the Santa Fe after aernpassenger conductor on the south the
our own deaths.
Pacific.
"Gosh, boys! The dogs have jumped
a vacation of a couple of weeks. F. F.
Office 212 W. Gold Ave.
"First, I fired one shot by way f another one!" And thereupon tne
Madge, who has been relieving him,
we
agreed
revolver
chase
trial,
and
all
the
rabbit
Mudge
Boyg 0pP,i off to the Jack
RIO GRANDE SETTLES
will return to San Marclal. Mr.
would do Its work unfailingly. Both lenvlne the lawyer absolutely alone
Wars a deep scar on the top of his
t
on
and
girls
put
white
blouses
had
to finish his address to the
FOR DEATH OF FAMILY
head as a memento of an encounter
black skirts. I shot the younger sis- prairie. And while the imagination
with a hobo last winter.
ter, Alma Haars, nnd as she fell dead
itself the pathetic yet
TO DATE SIGNS
IN THE AWFUL WRECK RECENT- on the spot, we lmnt over her body mav see for
picture
of that tipsy orator
ludicrous
This morning's train N'a. 10 carried
NEAR and Martha asked her sister if she
ROAD
LY ON THAT
atmosphere, words
apostrophizing
the
its usual number of peons en route
ADOBE STATION.
were still alive.
with
208 WEST SILVER AVE.
cannot describe It.
fast to work in competitionUnited
"As we received no answer, Martha
. American
labor. When the
Roy Hewitt and Arthur Hewitt, sole
CXXXXXXXXXXXXX)CXXXXOOCXXX)
on
spot
up
me
so
the
showed
and
changed
stood
States Immigrant law is
COMING EVENTS
survivors of the Hewitt family, six
breast nt which I should fire.
that each incoming immigrant must members of whom were killed in the her
SCREEN TIME
fired
two
aim
took
and
deliberate
have at least 50 on his person to Adobe "wreck on the Denver & Rio
Hoys.
Door and Window
Honey's
here.
10
It
passed
April
her,
which
of
shots
both
8t
pass the country's portals, a stop will Grande railroad, have effected a setcreena made to order.
April 1.1 Easter Sunday.
her body. She also died in-- 1
1e put to this wholesale shipping of tlement with the company for $18,000, 'through
Anril 20 Company G's military ball
ALBUQUERQUE PLANIN6 MILL
foreien lalor into the country. The, according to James Morrison, attorney stantaneously.
Scott, the IVath
Mav 1 Walter
"I could not stand the sight, of the
Rang this morning consisted of twen-- for the loys. They brought suit for
XOCXXXXXXXX)OCXXXXXXXXX30
myin
melodrama.
miner,
Valley
killing
of
two
a
but
bodies,
Instead
men and four women, with
$S8,nou, says the Denver New.
I walked to the police station and
few babes in arms. They were con-The Hewitt family was on Its way self
Chamberlain's Salve Is good for
flONEER BAKERY
gave
up."
myself
signed to work on the Santa Fe at to Oregon, where they were to oper- any
disease of the skin. It n'.lays me
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
were
of
statements
Hrunke
The
Wairoit8.
family,
in
saw mill, and all the
ate
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
by a letter written by the itching and burning sensation
borne
whose home was at Iebo, near Era-'- , sisters. out
stantly. , For sale by all druggists.
exWEDDING
CAKES A SPECIALTY
poria, Kan., were killed, with the
LONGER TIME
Medical experts
decided
that
ception of Roy and Arthur. Roy was Hrunke
was insane.
We desire patronage and we guar
I.AkV quite severely injured, but Is now out He was sentenced to penal servi
ON
antee first class baking.
'of the hospital. Arthur, whose leg tude for eight years at hard labor.
UUT'TUIN
Albuquerque,
207 S. First Street
was broken, Is recovering rapiuiy.
Since the tragedy the mother of
MADE
BEFORE
ATTACK
Both are still in Pneblo. Mr. Mor- the girls has committed suicide.
GRESS ON THE HUMANE
rison Is still in Pueblo to attend to the
TLE LAW.
final details of the settlement.
OILS, VARNISHES AND
BIDS WANTED.
PAINTS.
Following the accident the Hewitt;
BRUSHES.
D. C, April 7. On the boys engaged
"Washington
Mor-I
James
Saddles, Lap
Leather, Harness,
, nr.'T, -Attorney
Bids will be received at the office
n CVnA;a '
calendar of the house is a bill to !
.!...
Robes,
Horse Blankets, Etc. Palamend the present law requiring that ,o d(al wHh the ralroad com,)any of the clerk of the board of county:
metto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
cattle being shinned to market shall wh ich is reported at first to have made commissioners of Bernalillo county up
stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
o clock in the forenoon of Satbe taken from the cars at least once an offer of $100 apiece for the
Pelts.
ucourt
hours and given food sonis killed.
Al'rl
the
in twenty-fou- r
But the attorneys filed
U)9
AVENUE.
WEST RAILROAD
and water. The railway interests and suit for $8S,ooo damages, as the fam house of said county, in Albuquerque,
the heef trust want the time limit ex-- : ily lost all their baggage as well as for the doing of the following work:
TOTI A GRAOI
First, for repairs and additions to
or forty htmrs. tlie lives f six of its members, and
tended to thirty-siRepresentatives of the Chicago stock a compromise was speedily reached the county bridge over the Rio Grande
Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
at Bnrelas.
yards interests explained to the com- Grain and Fuel.
Tfce Simplex Swot Stfcat
" mlttee on interstate commerce that it for $18,000.
Second, for reconstruction of a por
u4 onlf Perfect tSjt
Fine Una of Imported Wines, Liquors
No
Pen.
clua
tiler
tion of the county bridge at Corralles.
and Cigars. Place your order for
Is the Moon Inhabited?
would be better to let the cattle go
ink to tfiUl no dogging
Third, for work upon, and in the vithis line with as.
ortoafciftg.
hungry longer. The unloading, they
Science has proven that the moon
NORTH THIRD 8TREET.
Yon limply pre the button (m
said, excited the steers more than the has an atmosphere, which makes life cinity of, the Alameda dyke.
In the pjctmre) and the pea ftUa
Fourth, for dyke construction at,
starvation and thirst. Opposed t the In some form possible on that satellite
in
cud.
7. A.
bill were representatives of all the but. not, for human lcings. who have Atrisco and other work for the proWrit... th i octant It
a hard enough time on this earth of tection of property from floods In that
INSURANCE.
REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
.humane societies in the country.
papar
touches
th
PUBLIC.
The committee will reiMirt the bill ours; especially those who don't know vicinity.
Bids can be submitted for either or
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
so that the question of time shall be that Electric Bi iters cure headache,
agriculture.
fever,
pieces
of
all
of;
malaria,
chills
four
secretary
said
different
and
of
biliousness,
Telephone,
174.
Automatic
left to the
jaundice, dyspepsia, dizziness, torpid work, and the board reserves the,
OOCODOCXDCOCOCXX)COOOOOCOD
liver, kidney complaints, general de- right to reject or accept any or aTl
LAST OF SANTA FE
bills.
BONDS TO BE SOLD. bility and female weaknesses.
No. at with 14 karat nolld nM
..American Block
CerrHIo
pen point
finest vtucaniamt
as a general tonic and apSaid work is to be done according
Announcement is made by
rubtftf and fully gunrantced.
espe-cial- y
persons
petizer
and
for
to
specifications
be
can
seen
weak
which
bond brokers that befween April
EacU "Flash" No. 2S
for the aged. It induces sound upon application to the clerk of ' the
9 and 12 stockholders in the Santa Fe
vith toll bands. 12.50
EasU "Flash" No. 26
'''Railway company will have an oppor- sleep. Fully guaranteed by all drug- board at the court house.
gists.
0c.
c,oun;y
only
Price
By
of
larva aiza,
the
order
of
93.00
board
tunity to subscribe for a further issue
with (old bands. $4 .00
commissioners.
of $17,29i,ooo worth of Santa Fe conSold br Staaoaan
(Seal)
A. E. WALKER,
BIDS WANTED
vertible bonds, practically completing
sad Otnrr btores
Probate Clerk and
Clerk nf
the Issue of $"0,oiio,ooii authorized
Ask TOUR DE AI.FL. If he
MILL WOOD
COKE
County
of
Commissioners
the Board
'2 UfX
oorsat sell you the kat
Bids wanted for 30,000 ties,
February 9, 1905, of which total issue
MFXASH" Fountain Pent then
of Bernalillo County, New Mexico.;
there now is outstanding $32,420,000 loll? and not less than ('. tncnou ihirk J1arch
KIMOLINO
end the retail price airect to
at the small end. Ties to bo deliv-- j
us. Each pen absolutory guarworth.
anteed.
to undersigned at Algodones.
The bonds are due June 1. 1955, interest about 3.95 per cent at present Bids must W in not later than April Harth physics react, weaken the
Eagle Pencil Co.
const ipa ion.
A. J. FRANK,
bowels, cause chronic
market and payable June and Decem- 20, 19tir,.
Manufacturera
Algodones, N. M. Doau's Regulets operate easily, tone
ber 1. They are in coupon form,
377 Bvaaulwar, New York
GOTH 'PHONES
np the. stomach, enre constant ion
$1,0(10 each; in registered form, $l,oon.
Try a CrUifn want ad.
25c. Ask your druggist for them.
mccc)Cyyyxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx)
$5,000, or any' multiple thereof, an.i
the Morton Trust company cf New
York is trnstee. The lionris outstanding are convertible after June 1, this
saffirr.flal
irfswL,
f?$7-- m
year, but prior to June 1, lUls, into
.T-T- i.
affra
li common stock at par ($lo0) and subject to redemwion at 110 and inter- st.
The proceeds from the sale oftlnse
-n
bonds will he used t complete lines
build additional
under construction,
branches, second tracks, make reductions of grades on main lines, buy additional equipment, etc.
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nd
Runabouts must mow
W need the flow
snacfl for another cw.,
It's a time to kelp;
yourself by helping wa.
$46.00 to $10WJ
RUNABOUTS, were $55.00 to $125.00; now
$52.60 to $12340 j
TOP BUGGIES, were $65.00 to $140.00; now
We are also quoting very low price on Surreys, Stanhopes, Cew-- (
cords, Buckboards, Spring Wagona.etc. Out of town business roUcttea.
Write for catalogue and prices,
Cmr Top Bugglee

Co
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Albuquerque
Road.
Corner Flrat and
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Devil's Island Torture.
worse than the terrible case of
piles that afflicted tne ten year. Then
wa sadvised to apply Hucklen's ArPIONEER TIMES Inica
Salve and loss than a box permanently cured me, writes L. S. Napier of HukIcs, Ky. Heals all wounds,
burns and sores like mimic. 25c at all
of a Lawyer Who druggists.
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EUROPE'S HOST
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Sampson wind mills, ranch pumps
pump
and supplies and horse-powe- r
ing outfits.
Auto. Phone 308, ColoradoRed131.

Cleans everything.

Furniture

j

"hfrw.

laam.

JsmL

JS JfflS

Mr ?LP

Jaffls

Hygienic Skin Soaps
the same price

ajn"

at

He Is the

Moving,

pack-

a

1
0

THE WILLIAMS
117 W.

Established In 1882

F. C. PRATT &CO.

DRUG

A. E. WALKER,
riRE

INSURANCE.
Mutual Building
at 217 West Railroad

Staple and Fancy

M.

Groceries

Htllaboro creajnery Butter
Barth.

Beet o

C(L

BLUE FRONT STORE.1
Both phwe.- Railroad Ave.

Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Secretary
Jas. Htfekln & Co.'s Coffees, Im
Office
hoden'a Granite Flour.
nue.

,

As-tion-

mwm

DRAGOIE

Dealers In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,

Clgara and Tobacco,
klnda of Freeh Meat.
Free Delivery, 800 North, Broadway, Corner of WaJaw
Ordera Solicited.
lngton Avenue. ALBUQUERUULN. U.
214 South Second Street.
Groceries,
II

cz?i?m,

JLX1!I

JJ-

Also extra quality Tar

srT,na

aWi'..;.f.

o

9

arTFtm

aeac.ZiN

J&XXJLL,

MetaTopoIis of New Mexico
of The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway

The Fvtme Raikoad

BROTHERS

L&zatcd on the BeSen

NOT ONLY THAT BUT ALL FOUR
ARE RAILROAD CONDUCTORS.

tonio, Texas, joined ih.ir brother.
John Seamoiiils, at his home in that
oily in a family reunion. All are rail-

Gui-o- ff

33ie2 is 81 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe systemleading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

Tile rrtinion of four hroihtrs with
oilil family rerord was lit Ul in Tuc-on- ,
Arizona, liisl week, when Allien
(!. Seiiiuoiitls, Charles W. SeainomU
ami James I. SeanmndK. of San An-

an

The Bclcn Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite

-

,
'ui- roaii coihiui i'ii.i iiii'i
Krejrate weijlil of the four being
The nmther of 'tie !'i
ixuimls.
w ho
lives at Tin son, was
ini sent at the leiini n.
The numbers of the Seainonns fam-'ili

narrial

Man.

I

ing and shipping, unpacking and
"
oeiiiUK uJ, nil m i.
the business. There Is no oth- erjU8t Thornton. Both 'phones.
737 South Walter Street.

190C-ere-

W.H.Hahn&Co

CLEANING

CARPET

STEAM

KOR-

25 cents

-

HEAVYWEIGHT

Hawthorrry

streets, with alleys 2u feet wide, with beautiful lake aDd public park and grand old shade trees; publle tcaool bona, eost-,.- .
and reid-- m e lots, size 25x142 feet, laid out w:th broad 80 and
Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity, 150 barrels dally; large winery; three aotela.
l.f.(To
In Ne
Inhabitants; lare.t mercantile
;,IXO; churches. Commercial club; a population of
li.UuiM!.. etc. Belen is the iarest shipping point for wool, flour, wheat, wiue. beans and 1. in Central New Mexico. I's importance as a great commercial railroad city In the near future cannot be estimate
Ot 1.000 buslnets

i

i7,

V

y

have a iiniiiie railroad record.
Their father was a railroad contractor
and was one of the men who had a
contrart for bitililiru' the Cheasapeakein
They were born
& Ohio railroad.
Milltown. W. Va.. hut have lived in
the southwest for more than a se;re
of vears.
Allien is the heaviest, and he 'ip
the beam at 2"2 pounds. John stands
second at 221 pounds. Charles is third
at 2o6 pounds, while lames is the
liuhtest, weiKhtinj? but ITS. which was
Ihe weieht of his father.
, ,'l'he Texans are all pas nut r conductors on the International Ai. Great
Northern ruuuing out of San Antonio,

l

n

t.

r8T

.'if cared

ill

EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OP THE SANTA FE ROUTE W.LL

LIMITED

are in the center of the city, well graded, (many of them Improved by
onp. etc, etc. Alao a
modern hotel.

scoj yard. dru itnre. harneei

OUR

JOHN BECKER,

culm' ni;

no sand or gravel

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
We need a

flrt-cla- s

bakery, tailor ihop. ihoe home, Jeweler, plumbing ahoa. vlaatni taU,

PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY DEEDS.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO 6ECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

Improvement Company
Town
and
The
Belen
WM. M. BERGER,
President"

atrss

MUUU&SMr

USstilk.

GO OVER

aatVtaSXnba.

aSX3aka,

ZmJ3

trrs-fr- m

CSXSa'
--

rirr.lr,

t,,HaF jttS2m
"3iXa
wra-ty-

a.-mj-

'

TTTJ

aan-sssia

miTtaa,

am

tv

Secretary

J

PS

PAGEEIGHT

Neff. a clerk at the carpet store of
Albert Kiiber, expects to leave th
city next Saturday for Denver, where
Both
he will reside In the future.

LOCAL AND
t7.

PERSONAL

,j 'V j jt weal

ka!Lkuapayl.je'

DAY AND WEATHER.

Showers tonight and Sunday;
portion.

SPRING STYLES
in

in southeastern

Women's Oxfords

To Delight the Eye

Comfort the Feet

it a cold and cheerless winter
like to lay aside our dull and
heavy garments and don something
new and bright.
The graceful lines of our new
Spring Styles delight the eye their
l
rfeet fit makes the feet coruforta-Mand their splendid wear and our
low prices are easy on the
An

ve

e

PATENT KID OXFORDS
$2.75 to $3.50

VICI KID OXFORDS,

black

$1.65 to $3.00

tan

VICI KID OXFORDS,
CANVAS OXFORDS,

SAUCES

white or gray..
$1.50 to $2.25

When purchased at F. F. Trotter's
grocery store, are sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
they enter. This Is because we always procure the best manufactured.
We find out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

F. F. TROTTER
Nog. 118 and 120 South Second street.

T. Y. MAYNARD.

The Hickox - Maynatd Co.
ARE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES

OF

The Gorham Manufacturing Co. Sterling Silverware.
The Libbey Co. Artistic Cut Glass.
The W. A. Pickard Hand Painted China.
Each in its class appropriate for weddings gifts.
Our stock of Diamonds "Never before so complete."
good time for Investment, as Diamonds are rapidly advancing

.

'Tls a
In value.

NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
THE ARCH FRONT.

SOUTH

Do You Use

SECOND

STREET.

a Fountain Syringe

If not, you may a little later. It will pay you to buy it from us Saturday, March 24. Remember, for one day only at the following cut prices:
Quarf
3- - Quart
4- - Quart
2- -

Regular Price $1.00
Regular Price $1.25
Regular Price $1.50

Our Price Saturday
Our Price Saturday
Our Price Saturday

65c
75c
90c

They are all standard quality, but we are overstocked, and must reduce the same before hot weather. Don't forget the date Saturday,
March 24 and the time one. day only. Mail orders will be accepted at the above prices.

J, H, O'BIELLY CD, Druggists

Barnett Building

CEMENT
DOORS
GLASS

LUMBER

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
-

Albuquerque, N.

M.

THE

EVERTT

RAILROAD AVE.

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

We Invite

Subscribe for the Citizen and Get the News

sifH
and

master-mad- e

This Label Stancis for 5 1 Year:
of Knowing How

lD
vyyvvyyvxyyyyyv

I

1

1

i

OF TRAINS.

trains:
No.
No.
No.

8
4
1,

report
passenger

o'clock

4

Fe

At 9:.ri"i p. in.
On time.
In Two Sort ions

One hour

and thirty minutes late.
Nos. 7 and 9 On time.

J. H. Herndon in ill at his home
with an acute case of tonsiliiis.
Col. W. S. Hopewell returned last

evening from a business trip to Santa
Ke.

Charley Jones, a well known Thor-oiicitizen, whs visiting In the metropolis yesterday.
J. H. Archuleta, the general mer
chant of Dos Corrales, Is here today,
buying supplies for his Btore,
The Degree of Honor will give a
card puny Wednesday evening, April
18, at Odd Fellows' ball, at 8 o clock.
Fred Otero was a passenger for
He
C'.allup on the flyer this morning.
expects to return to the city this
evening.
Mts. J. V. Key, wife of Chief En
was
gineer Key, of the llelen cut-of- f.
visiting In the city, yesterday, rroni
llelen, returning home today.
The funeral services of the late
Mrs. Grace Houghton Gunsul will be
Episcopal
held
in the Methodist
church, at 2:30 Sunday afternoon.
The ball game scheduled this after- noon between the High School and
University teams has been postponed
owing to the wet condition of the
Traction I'ark diamond.
Mrs. James Hamilton Lewis, wife
of the famous corporation counsel of
Chicago, and one of the prominent
lawyers of America, is In the city,
registered at the Alvarado.
Staff Captain Day of the Salvation
Army, San Francisco, has arrived in
the city, and will preach tonight at
the local Salvation Army barracks, at
Third street and Copper avenue, at 8
o'clock.
W. E. Drake, connected with the
Horabin-MeGaffe- y
company, arrived
In Albuquerque last night on No. 8,
from Farmlngton, via Thoreau,- - and
will remain several days, transacting
business.
Air Line Inspector Qoode of the
Santa Fe, with headquarters in To- peka, Kan., arrived In Albuquerque
last night, from that city. Mr. Goode
is now asssisted in his duties by W.
H. Edgecomb of this city.
At the First Methodist Episcopal
church, Sunday morning, Dr. Rollins
will deliver a sermon appropriate to
Palm Sunday on "Who Is This?" Passion week services will be held each
evening of the coming week, at 7:30
o'clock.
Harry M. Kirbcy of Jacksonville,
111.,
ou the advertising staff of the
"Delineator," was in rjie city between
trains, yesterday, boinn met at the
depot by his old friend, l'rof. K. F.
Asplund of the University of New

THE

"

'

PARADE

EASTER

,TO3"aa""
PUTS YOU ON

See Our Windows

j

j

to

Wett Gold

KNOW.
IS FULL OF THIS STUFF-CLOT- HES
THAT CHEAT; THEY LOOK HONEST
AND THEY COST HONEST; BUT THERE'S A
FRAUD; AND YOU'LL FIND
IT WHEN YOU
WEAR THEM.
HART, SCHAFFNER & MARX STAND
FOR
AND
NO "MERCERIZED
COTTON;" IF YOU FIND THEIR LABEL THAT'S
WHAT YOU GET.
TOWN

ALL-WOO-

118

W. R. R. Ave.

When your cash purchases reach
specified below, you

i the amounts
are entitled
following

to select any of the
dishes, free

hand-painte-

d

of etiarge:
1

1
1

1
1
1

1
1

1

Individual Butter
Covered Butter
Breakfast Plate
Gravy Boat
Cream Pitcher
Sugar Bpwl
Sauce Dish
Handle Tea and Saucer
Dinner Plate

1

Coupe

1
1

Tea Pot

1
1
1

$1.00
24.00
3.00
10.00
8.00

1
1
1
1

18.00

1

2.00
5.00
4.00
4.00

1

Soup

21.00
Ki.00
Pitcher
Daily Bread or Calie Plato. .20.00
Orange Bowl or Fruit Dish. .36.00

Pickle Dish

8.00

1
1

inch Round Vegetable Dish 6.00
8.00
Round Veg. Dish
Cracker Jar
20.00
Fancy Dish, or Celery Tray. .20.00
Round Veg. Dish. .'.12.00
!) inch
Round Veg. Dish . .1(5.00
Oblong Veg. Dish
8.W
Oblong Veg. Dish ...12.00
C

1

1
1

1
1

Platter
Platter
lnch Platter

8.00
16.00
24.0O
5.00
5.no

h

ri

Oatmeal Dish

lfi-pin-

Bowl

t

Covered Dish

1

OUR SPECIAL CHICK MIXTURE
WILL SAVE YOUR YOUNG CHICKS.
THE CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO.,
02 SOUTH FIRST STREET.

The Ladies' Aid society
byterian church will hold
nival on Sturday evening,
ter. Eggs will be served
styles, and colored eggs

"THE WORLD'S BEST."

t

THE CUSHIONED DOUBLETREE SAVES THfc ifOr.i5E'S SHOULDER.

WHITNEY COMPANY

113-115-1-

North First Street
South First Street
Wholesal Distributers for New Mexico and Arizona.
401-40- 3

17

Write; for Wholesale l'rices oi) Plows and Other Farm Implements
The largest stock west of Kansas City.

lie Pres-

be on

will

Practice

Browns,

hall
Sunday

park.

by

the

Mcintosh

al'tenvon at

Trac-ti-

IF YOU
WANT TO ENJOY A
COOD SUNDAY DINNER, PATRON-

THEREGULAR

IZE

FIFTY-CEN-

DINNER
AT ZEIGER'S
RESTAURANT TOMORROW.

a buggy will
long way towards a new har-ii- '
Albuquerque Carriage Co.

What we save you ou
go a
s.

W.'.at's the use of heating tlieliouse
get a
ri Sunday, when you can
"ed chicken dimn r at the Columbus
f"r lTi cents?
ii p

1

OPTICAL

CO.

1S Gold Atrgnuc
Tested.
GROUND

PURE' DRUGS

DOCTOR OF OPTICS
,

KMtlB.ftlW

,

CLZ.14..Cl

Fine Jewelry

Ji

Stationery

v"7x
STTABL.SHOf.'r.CAM.H
V"

LOWtiey'S CandlCS

THE CITY

Room
Appointment

0, Whiting Blk.
Made at Vann'e Drug store.

:

1

Corner Gold Avenue and Second Street.

WlcJMTGSH HARDWARE COMPANY
Successors to

Wholesale
and Retail

j$ f&lEP Wholesale

tnJ$& eU?

and Retail

EUREKA COTTON
HOSE

ICE CREAM

RUBBER HOSE

FREEZERS

ON PREMISES

GARDENTOOLS

WIPE WINDOW

-

$45.00
prince Albert Coat and Vest 28.00
Business Suits from 12.50 to 30.00
-

likes
flowers

she19
i

'A'iiet

her
tlie

IE. L. WASHBURN CO.

"!--

" is

H

ft

I
S

'

ct

'.fe or

most
hit,
is a iui;qii.
juM
We

,.ine, perhaps,

122
S. Second

v.

.wui

;,
;

aide

re-

beauu-I'ower.--

f,.rgot.

SCREENS

SPADES,

WEST SANTA FE AVENUF..J'
S
Auto Phone, 7'.S.

SHOVELS

RAKES

GALVANIZED
POULTRY NETTING

...

.

this,

M

E. J. POST & COMPANY

REFRIGERATORS
Eyes

HN'SES

Sj. T. WAR! Pi S.VANN &SOAf

T

SUNDAY

tu

-

t

sale.

BEBBER

onight we can deliver at
f oor the cIothes we
fUted for you this morning

?

g33Wif

an egg car- 4
before EasIn various

TO ENJOY A
WANT
YOU
GOOD SUNDAY DINNER. PATRON-IZ- l
FIFTY-CENTHE REGULAR
DINNER AT ZEIGER'S
SUNDAY
RESTAURANT TOMORROW.

METTLE

YOUf

of

32.00

Ask for coupons with each cash
purchase and exchange them for
chinaware.
We guarantee that our prices on
goods are the lowest in the city.
This special offer is made for the
purpose of increasing our trade
and showing the people that we
truly appreciate their patronage.
We earnestly invite you to call.
Very Respectfully,
L. KEMPENICH.
S:c Window Display.

THE BIRDSELL WAGON

guaranteed Runabout, worth $120,
Albuquerque Carriage Co.

A

Average

Railroad

Ufos

Transactions
Guaranteed

ROSENFIELD'S,

STERN
Clotlhiier

EXCHANGED

Association Office

now $95.

.'ranee
1

:

2191

THE

AND

VOi.

L

ticketsTought." solo

EPHANT.

'

'

ALL-WOO-

I am prepared to
take parties of any!
number to any point in the mountains,
uunng tne coming season, In fny wagonette, the "Minnehaha," at reasonable rates.
I,. C. WAUDWELL.
823 South Arno street.
Come in and read the tags. Prices'
speak louder than promises. Albuquerque Carriage Co.

RBS

7,

YOU ARE OFFERED DAILY ALL KINDS OF
CLOTHES TO WEAR; SOME GOOD, SOME BAD
SOME DISHONEST.
THE DISHONEST CLOTHES ARE THOSE
MADE
OF
FABRICS
ADULTERATED WITH
"MERCERIZED COTTON;" MADE TO LOOK
LIKE
AND SURE TO WEAR LIKE
PART COTTON.
THE DISHONESTY IS IN THE LOOKS THAT
DECEIVE YOU; NOT IN THE FABRIC, OR IN
THE DEALER. THERE'S NOTHING DISHONEST
IN A "MERCERIZED
COTTON" FABRIC IF YOU
KNOW WHAT IT IS; SOME PEOPLE DON'T

notice!

TAKING-FR- EE
YOURS
FOR "THE
LUNCH AT THE WHITE EL-

F

1

Full Dress Suits

trot--

APRIL

To Men VCIotlies Wearers

ROOMING
HOUSE FOR RENT
AND FURNITURE OF SAME
FOR
SALE. FINE LOCATION;
GREAT
BARGAIN. APPLY O. W. STRONG'S
SONS.

TAKING-FR- EE
FOR
THE
YOURS
LUNCH AT THE WHITE ELEPHANT.

MrWWW
'

Breed your mn.--e to the best
ting stallion in New Mexico.
Lopper avenue.

Women's house shoes, toe sllnners.
nnd Jullettes, neat
looking, easy on the foot, well wearing.
Prices range from SI. in to
$2.25. C. May's Shoe Store, S14 West
Railroad avenue.

.

and is in every coat

SCREEN JIME IS COMING.
Window
A home made door, with trimmings,
for $1.25.
We are making window screens all
mortised together, and ns strong as
a door, for 7 cents a square foot. A
screen door,
or
that
will outlast any door shipped In here
from the cast, together with trimmings, for 11.25.
We mnke the regular chop made
screen doors that have olwavs cost,
heretofore, $2.00 to $2.25. for $1.50.
SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
PLANING MILL CO.
The
Aid society of tbe Pres
byterian church will hold an egg car
nival on &turaay evening before Eas
ter. Eggs will be served In various!
styles, and colored eggs will be on
sale.

CHOICE ALFALFA, FIRST CUT.
CHOICE OAT HAY.
CHOICE WHITE OATS.
CHOICE KANSAS HAY.
THE CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO..
Mexico.
602 SOUTH FIRST ST.
This aflernoon. at 3 o'clock, the
Women's Christian Temperance Union
IMg chicken and dumplings at the
hold a parlor .meeting at the home of Columbus
hotel tomorrow.
Mrs. M. P. Stamm, on South Second
street, at which time some very ImThe best native hay, ai. $9.00 per
portant business was transacted and ton nt Central yards, 123 East Tljera3.

enjoyable social afternoon spent.
The Learnanl fc Lindemann Boys'
band is progressing rapidly and satisfactorily. They were- given another
lesson of instruction yesterday, nnd
will be photo
at. Monday's lesson
graphed. The boys meet Mondays
and Fridays of each week, at 4 o clock
In the afternoon.
George E. Brewer, the fire Insurance agent, returned this morning
from a business trip to Silver City.
Mr. Brewer says that the people of
Silver City experienced all kinds of
Rain and shine
weather yesterday.
hall and wind, each taking its turn
with violence.
Street Commissioner Tierney will
be busy again in a. few days, filling
up the mud holes on Gold avenue,
Railroad avenue. Second and other
streets, which were filled up a
ago with dirt and gravel, but
which the heavy rainfall of yesterday
washed back to its native heath' on
the mesa.
Ed. W. Russell, brother of Mrs. I.e
Bar, one of the city's public school
teachers, will leave tomorrow morning, for his home at Noblesvllle, Inil.
Mr. Russell has been here the past
six months, stopping at No. 315 West
Railroad avenue, and he returns to
bl old Uoosier home feeling in excellent health. His room mate, W.

i.
SATURDAY,

strap sandals

few-day-

Palace

Diamond

ARRIVAL

-

i'.n

SASH
REX FLINTKOTE PAINT

First and Marquette,

Sun rise, 5:39; set, 6:26; length, 12
moon set this
hours 47 minutes;
morning at 4:51. The sun today was
but two minutes behind mean or
clock time. The day was delightfully
warm and pleasant after the cold rain
storm of yesterday afternoon and last
night. P. T. Barnum, the great snow,
man, died on this day In 1891.
Following was Hie
of arrival of Santa

gentlemen have many friends here,
and the best wishes of the latter will
accompany them on their journey
from the city.
S. .1. MK'otiiiell, manager of some of
Senator Phillip Keek's mining properties, has been discharged from ttie
Si. Joseph's hospital, where he has
iindor;;oing an opbeen for lime pneration, which proved entire')- successful. Mr. McCotinell will leave iu
llagnn, where he
a few days for
makes his headquarters.
J. Felipe Hnbboll, the general merchant and fruit raiser of Paparlto. Is
here today, purchasing goods, and
meeting city friends. Ho informed a
representative of The Evening Citizen
that, If no frosty weather coiiioh dur
ing the present month, the Pajarilo
fruit belt will come to the front the
coming summer with a largo fruit
crop.
Ed Richie returned last night from
Kalamazoo, Mich., to which plate he
accompanied Mrs. Richie. The latter will spend the summer there visit
ing relatives. Almost immediately on
her arrival her health, which had been
very poor for several months, began
to Improve, and it will now be but a
short time until she becomes herself
again:
people
The famine-stricke- n
of
Japan, through their Amerieaji representatives who have Interested them
selves in the movement for relief,
have appealed to the people of Albuquerque for aid, nnd the moneys
already sent them, through the different charitable organizations In the
city. It Is understood, will reach quite
a tidv sum.
The base hall team from the Albu
querque Indian school went to Santa
Fe this morning to plav ball this afternoon with the Santa Fe Indian
school team. The locals left for the
Ancient City this morning sanguine cf
success, but the result remains to be
seen. The Santa Fe bunch has a
number of good players among them
and are hard to beat.
Mrs. John Foulks entertained
the
Indie, of the Iowa Club at her home,
(lot; South Third street, the other af
ternoon. The ladles responded to roll
call l y relating "Current Events" in
Iowa. The Misses Rass of Dnvton.
and Miss Morton of Clarion, Iowa, j
were the
guests.
Mrs.
Foulks was assisted by Mrs. Brown,
charming
and proved herself
a
hostess.
Lieutenant Cipriano Baca of the
territorial mounted police, was In the
city, between trains, this morn'ng.
while en route from Socorro to Santa
Fe. Mr. Baca had with him some of
the paraphernalia of the police head
quarters, which he was moving to
the new headquarters nt Santa Fe.
He says that John F. Fullerton, form
erly captain of the police, has purchased the ofllee furniture of the old
headquarters and will continue to
keep an office at Socorro, for wh!.
purpose. Mr. Baca was unable to say,
positively, but he thought that prob
ably Mr. Fullerton contemplated going
in for real estate ana fire insurance.
-t

u

$1.65 to $3.00

AND CONDIMENTS.

GEO. W. HICKOX.

fair

'

CITIZEN.

EVENING

ALBUQUERQUE

w.

sj.i-ts-

GARDEN BARROWS

v-.

215 West Railroad Avenue

ALBUQUERQUE,

-

-
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